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ABSTRACT

Leirniang disabled Studeets have been
)(
desce/40ed as "Inactive"

learners. They have difficulty organizing their learning environment

and "seem tpilatk the awareness of .a n to develop methods br

egies to-help-themselves in aecomplishingtasks. Research suggests that

learning disabled ;'students are,able to learn'strategies. In examining

the academic area where most of these students have the greatest diffi-

eulty, it. was found that reading Comprehensign is the prellominate area

need -.for remediation.

The major purpose of this study was to investigate the effects

of using a quesiloning strategy with learning disabled stu4ents to in-

crease discussion patticipation and to increase reading comprehension.

The siudy.had a dual research focus: a teacher training component and

'a studek component. Twenty randomly selected resource teachers were

chosen to participate. One-half of these teachers were involved in a
ft

five weekend workshop course, on questiopipg strategies where teachers:

learned how to ask higher cognitive level questions. The other half of

the teachers received no training during the study. The 60 students

mere ail learning disabled fifth and 'sixth graders having difficulty

with readtng, but reading at least on a third,vade:level.

The data collectioninstrument-TICOR, a Mini-compUters was used

to. collect observational data reflecting student-teacher Interaction

(discussion) fol)owing the reading of a narrative story.

.

,'
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The techniques taughtl,to the students focused on the oraledis7
L17

) %/I
,

cussion., Written comprehension'testS were administered before 'and

after the workshops as well as one month later,. It was found that

there wee significant differences between the two groups; the teachers

)n the workshops asked significantly higher cognitive level questions.
o

As this group asked higher level questionsithe students W6yld respOnd

., with higher level answers. It was also found that there was no dif-
.

ference'between the two groups in their Performance,on the written

comprehension tests.. Because of.tlie emphasis on the. oral,dtscussion

skills, this finding seems to demonstrate that. learning disabled stu--
,

.dents have difficulty-using strategies acquired through in idental

legrning and also have difficulty transferring oral skiles?to%written

tasks.

a

d



CHAPTER 1

. INTRODUCTION

r.

Learning disabled children have been described.as'"inattive"

learners (Torgesen, 1977). As Torgesen contrasts the active learner

with the Inactive learner, he'subests 'that the active learner has a

general cognitive awareneOrand a purposive ooal directfless. This .,.

"pSposive goal directedness" deals.with Torgesen's baiic tenet that

learning disabled ciiiidren do not realize that they shouldlthink of

and use task appropriate strategies to aid their own learning.

The active learner's goal directedness is reflected in his/her

motivation (Wong, 1979a). As Wonganalyzes Tonleesen's. view, she states

that the motivation (of the active learner) is characterized by an in-

tent- to leilrn thatensures Sustained and organized efforts at learning.

.This intent to learn leads to aplan of action finally' yielding effi

cient purposive learnIng. This active learner seems also aware of the

task demands which facilitate his ability to plan.

Another major characteristicof the L.Df student that describes

his/her leanning.,difficUlty is a lackof selective attention. This may

be in part responsible for"the " inactive" learner description. Learning

disabled students. are unable to focus their attention-on the salient

features of a task or the information- component of, mat 'Hal. to be

(-:

learned.
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Ross (1976) argues t selective attention.may be the vat

which separates normal children fromIeartling disabled children, He

hypotheslies that this lack of attention may represent a tlevelOpmental

delay. He explains selective attention as the ability to focus ofl those

aspects of a stimulus complex which carry the distinctiye feature in any

given,situation. It may be.that learnfbg disabled children are delayed

in atqwiring this skill. These. children then would respond to many'

.stimuli, some no relevant tothe 'task demands,' resulting In impulsive,

4' Or
.distractible or yperactite type behavior.

As the characteri9L''cs of the L.D. student are described, it
/

is important to look at the 'academic demands of the"school 'setting and

see..which'specific skill or subject areas are most affecttd. Gearheart

(1981, p. 205) state,;

Difficerlties'in reading.,have been associated with learning
disa6111iies to a much greater extent tipin difficulties in't
any other single academic area. This fact may be estab-
lished by reading the workeof major authors in the field,
by observing students in organized educational programslqr
the learning disabled, or Oy'analYzing the implitatidns of
the accepted national definition of learning disabilities.

Kirk and Elkins '(1975) sugge that one way that migtit help in deter-.

mini. 0§. what are the characteristics of learning disabled children is to

examine the remedial focus given to these children. In a study designed

'to determine the predominate focus of remedial efforts, 21 .different
A A4

child service demonstration centersin 21 different states including

over ),000childrenreported the major and minor remedial emphasis in

.specific academic areas. kisted.as a 'major emphasis 61%.was reading

related, 29% was math related, and 29%.was spelling related. "From the

f4gures above, one may conclude that learning disabilities is concerned

*

I
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with approXimately 2/3 remedial or corrective reading and 1/4 ailth-

metic". (Kirk 'and Elkins, 1979, p. 33).

. 1

Reading involves two basic processes: decoding and comprehen-

sion. The decoding process refers to understanding the phoneme-
,

grapheme relationship and involves translation of tge,printed words

into arepresentation similar to oral language. Decoding skills enable

the learner to pronounce words correctly.. -Comprehension is being able

to take meaning from what is written. Smith (1978) talks about. it as

a person's interaction with his, perceptions of the dimbols:that repre-
..

sent lInguage and meaning. and his past experience andAnowledgebase.

Daines (1982),Oescribes it as a communication process. "It involves

reconstructing.an author's message by using one's prior knowllipe rele-

:$/ant to daily' events. The knoWledge and experience a student brings to,

- what he readstwill determine in part how.well he can make accurate

predictions.'Ind comprehend material." ,(Daines., 1982, p. 3).
1

Although L.D. students have difficulty in learning to "break

the code" or:learning to decode words, comprehension seems to be more

complex and involves more students. Lerner (1971, p. 295) states',

"Disabilities related to comprehension aft4t many more children than

disabilities in decoding. Their difficulties may be associated with

language 'disability, with poordattending capacity, or with a dlificit

in cognitive and conceptual functioning."
4

4

As a regular classroom matcher, a reading specialist and an

L D. resource teacher, this 'researcher has seen many inactive Yearning'

disabled student&-0students who had severe difficulty in reading com-,

prehension and who had difficulty-focusing on the salient featOes of

}Me
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material to be learned or gained from the printed material: Because of

this and' the need presented in literature, the goal of thit present

research has-'been to identify a reading strategy that could: (1),*

improve reading comprehens?6; (2) aid teachers in involvirig their
)

dents in the learning process; .(3) help students focus their attention

and organize .information they are to learn.

A major strategy that both focuses attention and demands'that

the child become. involved ib organizing and. setting up the learning

environment is the quetion.ing skill or strategy. Thi s study focused

on the following question: By providing teachers with question strategy

instruction, tan it assist learning disabled students

.attention, increase their involvement or participation

Process and increase their reading comprehension?

1

n focusing their

Ln the reading

Statemen of Problem

The purpose of this investigation was to.study the effects pf

questioning strategy Instruction On the involvement and discussion par -
1

ticipation of learning disabled students,.as well as their reading corn-.

prehension. The study sought to determine if training teachers to ask

.higher level ques,tions would produte increased participation or greater

involvement in the reading 'and lealrning prbcets.

Questions to .be Answered

In posing the following retearch.questionsfit it understood

thatfomparisons have been made between an experimental group receiving

question strategy instruction',, and 'a control group receiving no instruc-
s.

tion. .Alt comparisons an teacher and student performance have been made.



between 'retest da a collected pridr to question.itrategy ihstraCtion

and posttest data ollecte0 following question strategy instruction..

In addition, student performance at maintenance'testing one month

following pdsttesting was compared with pretest and, posttest data.

.1. Did the group of teachers who received question strategy

instruction ask qpre ccitical leveL (4 and 1.1) q'ues'tions periminute

during posttesting than the.group of teachers who did not receive.such
.

question strategy instrflioion? .

2. Did the group of'students Whose teachers received question

1 ...
...

, .' .

strategy.instruction respond with more critical level (1 and 11) answers

per minute during post and maintenance testing than the group of stu-

dents se teachers did not receive such qudstion strategyvinstruCtion?
'4

Did the group of students whose teacher0(receiv;;Nuestion-

strategy. instruction spend proportionally more discussion time giving

critical level (1 ands 11) answers during the post and maintenance'test-

ing than the group.of students whose teachers_did not receive such queg-y

ion strategy instruction?

4. Did, the group of students whose teachers. received question'

strately instruction spend proportionally.more disCussion time in dis-

cussion participation.activeies during post and maintenance testing

than the group of students' whose teachel.s did noVreceive-such question

strategy instruction] .

5. Did the group of students whose, teachers received question

strategy instruction correctly label more questions on thelWritten test

at post and maintenance ,Ostilp than the group of studentswhOse teach-.

ers did not re414e such question strategy" instruction' ?' It

e fr.
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6: Did the grobp of students whose teachers received question
. \

strategy instrucilon correctly answer more written comprehension ques- 1..-

tions at post and.maintenance testing than the group 9f students whose
6 Ti .0

teachers-did not receive such question strategy instruction?
_ .,_... _...:1--.

7. Did the group of students whose teachers receivid.queistion
,

. .

. strategy instruction generate more appropriate questions based on a
.

. oP
. .

\ft.-v. -criteria duringlipostAnd maintenance testing than the group of.students

whose Leachers didilot.receive such question strategy;instruction?

Definitioh_Of Terms,
,,

., .
. .

Compretsion--an understanding of what is read, gainin6"meaning

4 . . .
4

,

from the text; It is "Bbildingweidges between the new and the knoWn'

F.

(Pearson end Johnson, 1978, p. 24). For"the purposes of this ttudy, it

will be measured by writing the answers to written questions 4ollowing

,the student reading-a storY.

Higher Levels of Thinking--for the tposes"of this study,

"Bloom's (1956) taxonOmy.of thinking will be used. Highel levels of

C.
thinking refer to all levels, abojfithe literal or factual level. (See

I

Table 1 'for definitions, responses, and example of questions.) \

Learning St rategies--defined-p "techni ares SW will faC,,i 11 tate

the acquisition, 'manipulation, integration, storage and retrieval

informatiA across situations and settings" (Alley *Id Dealler,197%
!

P. 13)1

is a minicomputer the size of a small briefcase that was used in the

collecting of observational classroom interaction between the students

4?1

Iv



Table 1. Thinking Levels that Translate into. a Hierarchy. of Questioning tevels*

Level Definition . Responses 47Plef)uestinns

,

Knowledge (Memory),
llterel or '

The freehrtsts Is, on recall or the'memory
prncess. Responees Are usually pre-

nesponse to these questions In-
clude the recall of specific facts,

1. Whit was the dog's.rame?"
2. List the-waws community

Factual Level . dictable becathe the answers ore re-
stricted

/
t the Information stated In

the ter

trends and methods, spodfic ideas,
generalirations, and iertithology.

workers-help us..
.3% At what temperature does

water freeze?
.005

Critical I Trio thinking is quite literal Responses to thise-guestIons In- I. (wamlne the Picture and
.Compruhension 'and does not require a discovery of In- elude: (I) The tranption of a tell what you think the
(TranslitIon) tricate relations, Implications or

subtle meanings..
message; (2) An interpretatiog,of
interrelationships among major.
Ideas; 131 The extension of Ideas
to make an Inference or prediction.

, 'story' Is about.

2. In your own words, explain

what the graph li'telling
uS.

1
Appl lest ion ApplitatIon is the process-of 'taking pre-_ Responses to-questions at this I. PnAtthe rah of Zbg.'ll-

, r viouly acquired knowledge and comprehen- . level require AlWeats to use lustrate where the bus
'floe of Ideas to solve problems in e new their backgound knowledge, general a routes sheuld.he end Ind!.

1

Analysts

Critical II

Synthesis

tvalueltIon

or unique situation. This process in.
volvef a minimum of directions 'or Instruc-

tion ouestidns deal with whole

-Anplyels emphasizeselbteaking or
dividing of given infor atInn or materials.
Into parts. Crwoon words used with
analysis are: proof, truth, fact, reason,
conclusion, eviderte,. definition, cause-
effect, comparison, ?merle:1.10A

ro,

informatlp and understanding Ao
solve problems.

Responses requl.e: (I) Anplysl's

of the elements or earls; (2) the
analysis of relationships; -(3) An

analysis of errangemOht or organiza-
tion; and (l. The determination of
'cause and effect. .

)

%
.

. .

.

Thvis process 'brings together the various. Reseonses may include: (.1) the.
,peril to an Issue to form a whole; a com- .production of a Unique'commonlca-
biming 41 parts In such 4 way as to form lion;. (2) Productlon of a plan or
a pattern not clEarly evident before. prnposed set of operatInns; end
This category prlduces divergent 940 i 13) the derivation of a set of
creative thinking. , ahs.tract,relathone.

Avaluntion.regaires, to enme'relont, all
the other categories. itincludes'hnnking
Judgments eboutideesi solutions, methods,
values, etc.

;4111

*Adapted from Dairies; 198 Sariders, 1973

Responses will he 'lased on inter.
nal'or external eta/A.101s. Any

idea or objection ran he evaluated

In Iwo steps: '(I) Set up stegderds

or vali's; (2) Dettomine how clOfely
the idea meets those.etanderds.

2

cste your reasons.
2. R;ad this passage and

c I rile all noues

I. Witch two erm-Aerclels-op

T.V., determine how'the
mods used tiled tp per-
suade you to purchase
the product.

2e. Exolain hnw the bate
supnorts your hypothesis
and . . .

I. Use thete SO46(krilions
. . to design a house

that would conserve energy.
2. Write an e' Sly' !elite()

why "finer lea Is Great:"

I. Is' the author quolifle
to writeen the Suhket?
What rhi the book reVeAl
atrUel6the nethor'i e'er-
eoPirrity/

'2 We devised st,andardS for
a (fend report. Evaluate
today's, rergri usin4
the standards...a

.
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1,

and theirtheir teacher. The following category variables were created and

collected by the researcher:

1. Literal questions--are the lowqr thinking questions. Re-

sponses to this type of question require students to recognize

or recall facts, defai Is, dates, events,. etc. Included- in

this category./are yes/no questions..

2. betical I questions--are higher\level quettions. Responses .

to this type quest iqn req0ire students to make inferences, to'.

8,

interpret ideas such as stating the main idea in ones own

words, to com areior'contrast ideas, to extrapolate ideas from

known fact, to make application of knowledge by solving a4prob!.

)

lem, to determine cause and effect, to show relationships among

ideas. *This level includes BlooM's comprehension; application

and analysis levels.

3. Critical II questions--are the highest level of questions.

Reponses to this type of question require:students to create

something new or to make Judgments based on 'criteria. This

level'includes Bloom's synthesis and evaluation levels.
0

4. Affective questionsc-are questions'Ahat allow students to

examine and express their own interests, attitudes, apprecia-

tions, opinions and values in reference to a topic or concept.
r

..Observation'Tlme--the amount of time that ..the researcher spent

taking observational data in the-elassroom. The observational instru-

ment, TICOR, has a built-in timer. The ohservation time was the
110

IA

23

.
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recorded lime from- the firsi questiop asked or comment made after the

reading of the selection/storY to the end of the last question-.

Participation--a :referenCe of time In the'discuSsLon when the

student is. speaking. TICOR used the following categories: a) .asking
. -

questions of teachers or students for points of clarificatton orinfor-
1.

mation, or as'a comprehension probe;..b)..answering the teacher's question

or another student's question; c) reading aloud part of the. text' to

swer a question or. verify'an. ansWer;:dYreading one of the questions

posed by someone else.; e);'Whether the teacher or the- student was con-

ducting the discussion.

Shared, Controlled Discussion Groups- -those discussioni wher

the students go through a set procedureiasking the queitions, analyzing

the type of question asked; and where

general directions in the beginning.

TeachirControlled Discussi-on Groups--those discussion sessions

where the teacher asked the questions and called on the students to

respond.

the teacher says not6ing besidts ,
o

a

Limitations

The majo-r limitations of this study were:

The treatment (i. ., workshops) Offered to teachers was an-

indirt means of affecting students''changitin comprphension

and participation The amount time and type of .emphasis

thal each teacher devoted to the training could not be con-.

trolled.

e

17
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2. The treatrint was analyzed as a molar variable. it is unknown

, . . .
which of the new skills .of the feathers and students is most

,----'
. . , .!N_ -----' ,

responsrb.le for any behavior change seen in the teachers or the

V

students.

3. The maintenance testing may not accurately reflect a true Mak-.
4

,
,..-

tenance level since maintenance' data were col lected,only one.. .

month' after post treatment data.
I.

4. The time of year in which data were collected, especially .ma

tenance observations, may .not, represent true performance of

teachers. and students.' Maintenance data Were collected during

the last two weeks, of school, with cons.iderable competition for

students' time--assemblies, field trips, sport days, etc. The..
motivation of the teacher's and students for academic. activities

appeared. low:. Many of the LAI. teachers. were so overload d with

referrals and annual reviews that they wire \primarily en aged inl'e

testing at the end 'of the school year. Many teachers i both.

groups did not see their students 'between post and mai tenance

testing.

5. Actual student gains 'or benefits in terms of couipre ension and
- - e

participati); o may not be realized untift the etude t knows how

to use these echniques automaticalfy 'and can c a l .upon them as

he/she is asked to read anew s,lection. /'.
6: The 'effects. of general 4ation and/or, transfer to the regular .

clasSroom setting were notaSsessed.

I
S.

.
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CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

.1

As.the-research questiOns posed in Chapter I were developed,

certain areas of the literature eview assumed greater significance,

The first area.presented in this
.

ew 1s of the dynamic features

of readPhO comprehension. As the v rious theories of reading compre-
.

hension were reviewed, it was noted t at questioning has b relited

to comprehension by many theorists. A an assessment tool, as a irec-
.

tive focws,'and as an, extender of inform tfon, quesponing has been

viewed as Possessing pqwerful potential. This relationship of ques-

r

tioninvo reading the second area of hasis in this .review.

The historical and, current role of q estloning comprises the ,

third portion of this chapter. The particula question strategies-that

have been-successful are detailed. ',he final =rea considered is the

use of .suchotechnjques to Involve learning disa lecLstudents as active

participants in the reading comprehension process.

Reading Comprehension

Whdt reading. comprehension? Most models of reading compre-.

hension discuss comprehension as an active process, a dialogue. between

the writer
o

and the readetwith the writer presenting InfOrmation or

story line and the reader. with a set of perceptionsk'experiences and

prior knowledge interpreting or deriving meaning or understanding from

, .4:
-

is.
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0

wrIter's message (Herber, '1978; Pearson and Johnsen, 1978; Taba,-,

1960.. Hendeilon and4reen.(1969, p. 14) define rekiing:
4

1'4. ..Process of takinjmeanin0o, in order to construct meaning from,

12

"Reading Is

uge in.print." Figure 1 Is a preAstation.of a Plagstien-based
/ # '1(

model of Irwin that can be used within-each of the deVelopmental

..-stages tegain a better understanding'of.ihe-Ancept of readingcompre-

hension and its relationship to the various reading Comprehension..

Ault and Vinsel. (1980) refer to:Piaget!s°descriptiOn of the

.

7

learning process in which.thc organism interacts with the environment

*'by takingin Various perceptions (;..g.:vispal and auditory cues)"and

...acting upon those stimuli which regulate behaviors or intellectual

coping. Organization, in their view, refers to thoughts becoming clus-

tered into a system of related behaviors. Adaptation is the other in-

variant function' that occurs. It is composed of two componInts:

accommodatia and assimilation'. Theis always occur together. Assimi-
--.

lation can be thought of as incorporating new pieces of information

into the 1--fcly existing mental structures. Accommodation, on the

othe hand, refers to the alteration of existing structures. by contact

with novel information. '4Actuaily#these two components may be viewed as

opposing forces: assimilation tries to maintain.the current structure

and force change upon the external (new information) folFei accommoda-.

,

,ton maintains the _external situation and, forces change upon the struc-.
.

-. .
-

. .

. i

ture: Piaget has dIscused:structure in reference to the "organizational

* 4
.

properties. of IntelOgence" which transcend specific contents (Flavell,.

1969; J 17). Comprehertsionas an activ,component- of. the reading.-
. . . .

.; ,
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process can be connected with the Plagetian model as represented in

,FigUre 1, as is discussed in the following section.

Pearson and Johnson (x978), define comprehension as building a

bridge between the new and the knoWn Or as an understanding of what is

new in'the Context of what is already known. One of the components of

-comprehension is. that it is active. Comprehension involves a great

deal of inference making, 'Whereinterpretations.are made according to

the reader's ova- `perceptions of what the writer is trying to convey.

Because.of the background and experience the oikvanism has had with the

environment,, that organism perceives lAcoming information in 1Fertain

way. The Process of assimilation tried to changethe information to

fit the already eXistingstructure.' The process of accommodation tries

to take in the new information as presented. and change the existing

structure. The resulting structure represents themental process or

"bridge" tliet occurs between the ne;1'.and the known information.

Pearson and Johnson have presented a taxonomy of questions

which are useful In discussing ithe relationship between information'

presented in a text and the information that has to come from .a reader's

store of prior knowledge.. This taxonomy includes; "text explicit" in

which) the answers are on the page (factual recall); "text implicit" in

which the answers are,on the page but are not so obvious; and "script

implicit ", (experience) in which they answers are not stated but from
4 4

previous knowledge .or experience the reader can make some experiential

guesses.

Herber ( 1978) has also described comprehension as an active

thinking process.. Smith and Pechora (in Herber,: 1978, ps 10) state;

E

A

r

.5
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k "For learning to"become the full property of the learnerNhe must uses

them. So long as his knowledge is a passive thing, it IS immature and
.1 o

impermanent. Its maturation "1ton its active use in new situa-'

tions." Herber feels this new information is applied to previous ideas

and experiences to determine if there is corroboration or contr4dIction.,

% ,

Again the prov4,ess of accommodation or assimilation can be observed.'

Herber indicates that the components of comprehension are on

three levels: decoding. symbols (what the author said):; interpreting

meaning of the symbols (what the author meant by what was said); and

applying ideas derived from symbols to new relationships beyond what

ogasmritten.

Dailies (142) stat*s that reading, is a process that goes on

'internally in the mental structure of the organism, as Piaget has sug-

gested. Meaning does-not'exist in symbols themselves byt rather it

exists the minds of the writer and reader and in the meaning they

. togeth rlittribute to. such symbols. Background experience Is an essen-

tial fadtdr in enabling a student to explore and interact with the en-
,

vironme4Ond to establish a sen;e of-predictability in dealing with

the worrd.. The knowledge and experience that a reader brings to what

Is read will determine in part how'well accUrate predictions, can be

made .,and the material comprehended.

N. B. Smith.: 1963) explains the worcLcbmprehension blanket.

term that covers a.whole area of thopght setting processes in reading.

The emphasis is upon thinking skills in reading. .Thinking skills emr

brace exalOeting,,Judging,'.1magining, reasoning and problem solving.

She categorizes comprehension in terms. of thinking demands. Literal

I
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comprehension is a direct idea stated in the text. Interpretation. re-

_quires skills ih supplying or anticipat/Meanings not,stated directly.

0 ,

Critical reading is any reading in .which thinking is done, e.g., per-

sonal Judgment, evaluation on the quality oevalue of something. In
4 3

her more recent work, Smith added an Aditiona1 comprehension category:
4%, ,

the creative level. As: taxonomies are 'examined, the way Smith charac-

terizes this level compares to the synthesis description in other

taxonomies (Daines, 198).

F. Smith (1978) describes comprehension as the extraction of

I

meaning from text; pr as the reduction. of Uncertainty. Components of

comprehension as viewed by Smith include words that are part of surface,

structure oi the lysicak representation whether written or spoken.

Meaning is part of the deep structure at re semantic or cognitive

level,- 41. 1

The potential informativeness of aisentence lies in the
extent to which it will reduce uncertainty in the. listen-
er, 411e the degree to which the receiver comprehends a

. sentence lies in the number of alternative that are
eliminated. Such a theory of meaning implies that one
cannot discuss tOi "meaning" of.a sentence as such, but
only Itt meaning to a particular listener (Sm.iath 1978,

A,According to Smith, every aspect of reading can be seen as

process of categorization. As he discisses learning and knowledge,

he,describes three 'aspectsof.learning:.1
4

,.

of,

1. :Establishment of new categoriesP
f

2. Developineht of relations amongocategories

3. Refinement of rules for the. allocation of event. to

categories.

t

k

V

a
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This perception of the importance of,the process of CategorizatiOn
, 4

reading is in part tied.to the Piagetian model and the give and. take

of assimilation and accommodation. The expanding or broadening Of

'categories represents .a change in the structure. This chiinge links

the n6w information with the knoWn information equaljng a modification

of structure and future perceptions,.

Questioning in Relation to Reading

.

.What if the relationship of questioning to reading comprehen-

sion? As eachof the comprehension definitiohs and.componentswas

.

reviewed, a link to the Piagetian learning modgl_emerged. Many of the

definitions in the various reading models contained the term critical

thinking as it suggested reacting as'an active thinking process'. The

Piagetian model points to.-Continual interaction betweei the organism

and-the environMent, triticaelvnking as a part of the process of.

comprehension requires the active modification of structure described

by Piaget.

Educators have claimed that the major goal. of education should.

,. .

be to reach children how to think rather than what to think. There ls

little evidence, however, that direct instruction in the thinking

. .

process takes place in schools (Baths et al\.,.1967)% .tecaus.e educators

believe that thinking -1s important in learning and therels aninherent
..

, .

relationship between thinicing and learningii.(tuilford, 056), effedtive
'1 I

teachers feel a respOnsLlity to contri6ute'to the ognitive develop-

ment of their students. One of the most Complex of cognitive.activities
'+t
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. is reading. Through the reading .process", teachers have sought to

develop thinking skills.
.

.

,

In order to 'lhe development of thinking skills in their

d
, .

students, teachers need t be awarebf the levels' Of cognitive thinking.
.

.

With this awareness comes the.teed for the 'development of activities

that will initiate the highest, most challenging cognitive thinking.

One of the most frequently used techniques in the classroom is question-
.

ing (Guszak; 1972). The question serves a number of purpose. The

question can assess what background information the reader has brought

to the reading selectUon. The question can direct the reader to "think

about" the most salient features of the story in general or some specif-.

ic feature of the story. The question can define the' relationship the .

author wlshek_to bring to' the reader's attention. Questions.ind

question-asking seem to. stimulate classmates.peaningful interaction:
4 I'

The question tan-be used to stimUlite class discussion. Some advantages

. N
of such a.discussion group are listed by Carin and Sund (1971):

1'. Tends to produce more sustained variety and enriched responses

4
both from individuals and from a greater variety of children;

.# -

2. Stimulates 'volunteering by more students;

3. Contributes to more group cooperation than.a written exert,

or one'on-one questioning;

4."'Approachesti more realist)e-Tocial situation;

5. Minimizes the tendency towards teOcher-dpminated letsons;

6. Places the burden for active learning upon the student rather

than upim the teachersi

7. increases flow of ideas and avoids fragmenting discussions.

I

ig,, 33
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'Schwartz and Sheff. (1975) indicate an additional b4efitsof

questioning and group' or class disCussion--a chance for each child to

brainstorm ideas. Hunkins (1976, p. 4) further advises the use of the
40.

questions: "Questions serve,to fOcus student functioning andllweprovidet

a means for determining relevant from irrelevant information and for

pointing up major relationships among information as well as creating

new insights and assessing the results of'inquiy."

Schwartz and Shoff (1975, p. 150) state thit comprehension is .a

"thinking and reasoning process where multiple sidlls are employed in

concert." The questioning strategy in partnership with other comprehen-
.

sion techniques seeks.to develop theSe thinking and.reasoning skills.

TheRole of,Question.Strategies

What has been the role of questidning in the.classroom, and how

have questions been used?

. .

Researchers are not in-agreement about the nature of successive

'levels of difficulty of human thought (Bloom, 1956; Piaget:in Sund,

1976; ,Smith, 1963.; Taba, 1965), but many have sought'to define. the
P

thinking process with constricts such (1956) taxonomy. BlooM

41, presented six levels of thinking as comprising the cognitive domain:
0

knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis,'synthesis and evalua-

tion. Sanders (1966) has,sought to help teachers ascertain the'' level

of questions. used In their own classroom. Baines (1982).his succinctly

noted appropriate responses made at each level (see Table t page 7) ,

"educators generally agree thatAeachers should rphasize the

development of students' skill in criticat thinking rather than in
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,

learning and recalling facts (Aschner, 1961(Carner,i1963; Hunkins,

20

1966). ..Yet research spanning mope than a half century-indicates that

teachers' questions 'have emphasized facts" (Gail 114)p. 712).

The many studies that have been conducted on; 'tAchers'.ques-
?

tioning practice& have fairly consistent findings.,, These studies point

out-that most question's Aked (62 -79 %) are on the literallevel or the

lowest level of cognitive thinking (GUszak, 072; Lucking 1975).

Guszak (1972) reported a study in which he fund that children were

best at: answering the AirLds of.Oestions that.teachers asked most

often. Teachers tended o.ask direct "literal" comprehens7>teestions.
.,

about four times as often as inferential or interpretive questions.

Hansenand Pearson (1980) conducted a study concerning 'the

effects of inference training and practice on children's comprehension.

It wa& concluded that instruction and practice had direct positive.con-

sequences on children's reading Comprehension vet'', this second grade

group of children.

Few researchers have explOred khe relationship between teachers'

Hunkins' (

se
1966, 1968) research was

Ab

questions and student outcomes.

designed to determine whether the type of question bears any relation-

*hip to student achievement. Two groups Of sixth-grade students worked_

daily for a. month on sets of questions which ere based on a social

studies text. In one group the queitiqns stressed knowledge or facts'

and in the. ther group, the-questions stressed analysis and elaluation,
: - -.

.Question.types were defined in terms of Bloom's. taxonomy. Wunkins

'found that the analysii-evaluation group earned significantly higher

4,L

4

'

.9
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stores on aspecLally constructed post-training test than did students

who answered questions that stressed knowledge..

ilallagiier .(1969) provided- some .evidence tofsupPort the hypoth-.

esis that the Oupil!s expressive thought level is dependent upon the
.

teacher's Levelof questioning... Cole. and Williams-(1973) provide

,

'empirical support for the cOhcept thatthecharactetistics of pupil

responses are significantly related to the !evil of teacher questions.

Lucking (1975) reported that hierarchically ordered questions

lead to significantly more interpretational reponses. This study also

looked at students and grouped them in high and 104 reading ability

geoups as it examined favdrable or Unfavorable-attitudes towards read-

,

ing. At the end of the study, it was concluded that there was a

tionship between higher order questions being. asked and a more pos-1,rive

attitude toward reading regardless of the students' beginninv attitudes

or reading level.

Enokson (1973) used both a simplified 'taxonomy based on Bloom's

taxonomy and on Guilford's Model of Intellect (questions built around

the concept of convergent and divergent thinking) as he looked at re-
,

sponse levels. Enokson found differences in response levels lad con-
,

cluded; "It seems logical; therefore, that a'working knowleftge of the

simplified teacher question classification model would be a first step.

In irainfng teachers to question their students more effectively"

(Enokton, 1973, P. 29).

With the%e findings, it can be concluded that the role of

questioning is a.signk cantone In the classroom. Traditionally,
il

(1%

f



however, as noted in the beginning e4 this section, most questibns asked

in the.classroat require the lowest level of thinking in responte.

These results and others unkin and Biddle,' 1974;Ayan, 1973)

have demonstrated a. need for teacher Instruction in the use 'of higher

level questions:

Successful Questioning Strategies

What particular strategies have been successful? The placement

of the questions; the types of questions asked and the generationof
4.

queStions Wistudents have been among the most successf 1 of the ques-

tioning strategies.

Placement of the Questions

4
Perhaps the most researched area concerning'questioning strat-

egies has been where to place the questipns (prior to reading, in the

middle,, or at the end of.the text). Placem nt of the questions. is being

:1

.

discussed as a strategy. learning since meets the requirement, in

the Alley and Desh er (1979, p. 13) definAloh of learning strategies:

"Techniques that will facilitate the acquisition, inte-

.
.

.

.-

gration, storage and retrieval of information across situations and

settingi." As this definition is examined,, it "14 apparent that .the
5

placement of the questions at various parts of the story qualifies as

a strategy.' it seems to enhance-specific memory and .quality of under-

standing.

A number of studies haYe found that questioning students has a

facilitative effect on recall. Position and type of question.are in-

volved in this effect. I
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Shavelson, Berliner, Ravitch, and.Loeding .(1974), investi-
gating 'the type and positioning of questionsjor 'a prose
selection, found thatthose stUdentsimith-low vocabulary

I scores would score significantly better when,assigned to
textual-material that had higher-order.qUestionS (those re-.
:10ring deeper prOcetsing, such as comprehension, ipplicd-
tion, or analysis).positiOned after -the passage
Consequintlyit Was found that the kinds of que tions posed
had a direct effect-upon thl, responses.elicited.. LaPorte
and Voss (1975). have Undiarted that theiretentio of prose
Oyer,a one-wee period is enhanced by the present t;on of .

cort1Pletiontype questions and feedback Immediately following
the presentation-of information. tO'be lear4.4./ In contrast,
Rickards (1976) found that.conceptual'prequestions for prose
Material provided :the best method for-faciT ating delayed
recall of events an the organization of.l. Otion to be --

maintained within the structure of memory d.kresko,
1981,-p. 67).

Types of Questions

Reid and Hresko (1981) point out that the issue of placement

.23.

4.

might also beawciated.with.the type of question Schalleres

(1576) study 'suggested that, subjects 'who hed.to deal with .prose passages

on a.semItic level had greater retention of the passage than. those who
.

dealt with the passage on a non-semantic level. The theory on which

this study was based is:from Lockha'rt and Craik's (1972) model.

Lockhart and Craik's original condeptJon predicts a direct relationship

between deptdept of prodessing ad the' strength of the' memory trace. Here:

-

depth of pr cessing ref s to a hierarchy of stages thoOligh which in-
. It.

coming s muli are processed, where preliminary stages involve the

s of physical featur, and later stages are'evarried with the

raction of meaning. 11

Watts and Anderson's (1971) study looked at the effect,of three

types of inserted questions on read)ng comprehension. Studentswho

answered inserted application qu tions during reading demonstrated va

a
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"striking superiority on both the repeated and alternate aripllication

questions" "(Watts and Anderson,11971, p.991). The,,thors $elleved

that answering application questions facilitated.later performance by

go. !encOu'r=agipg students to process-the content of. the Instruction more'

thoroughly, in fact to transform it, IR the effort to apply it with a

!a.

new situation..

'Because the issue of type of question along with the issue of

position was rarely divided, conflicting results concerning the effec-

tiveness of the position of the question are numerous. Reid andiliresko

(l981) suggest using a variety of questions positioned in a variety of

places In fhe text.. The fact remains that this type of placement seems

'

to help students focus on the material read'andbecome more involved in

the comprehension process.

Student Generated Qtiestions
414

Who Should be asking the questions? Teachers have used ques-

tions to focus thinking as well asato check general comprehension.
.

Should questioning be the teachers' tool? "A growing body of research

4

exiqs which indicates that students attain higher levels of thinking

when encouraged to develop skill in asking their own questions and when
A

provided with more opportunities for dialogue with classmates about the

questions posed and conclusions derived from information" '(Carin aid

Sund, 1971, p. 99).

Anderson's (1978) review of the'research on study techniques

4.
indicates that a combination of reading. and generating questions 60m

the material is an effective.techhique for ensuring better comprehenston..
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Models..of studying which include prereading, reading, and postreading

provideone,explanation for this effectiveness. /Asking questions before

one reads helps to set the purpose related to the study session. During .

reading,-the reade?4,an c9ptinuailV check predictions and know what.

shou'd be asked next. After reading, this strategy can help break the
,

material into smaller units and provide 'a self-check on comprehension

of the material. Anderson suOports.the, fhesis that active involvement

.****:

, .--

in the learning process.is vital for education to be meaningful.

Singer (1978Y describes Ruddell's adaptatiOn of Tabp's question-

ing strateg Les 'and proposes :a strategy. for :teaching students to ask.'

..their own questions. Donlan and Siriger (1979) report on their study

that measured three methods of preposed questions aimed at improving,

compreheepion, teacherprepared questions, student arepared preposed

questions and schema self-preposed questions (embodying teacher-

specified limitations within which students prepared question0.

was found that when teachers preposed the quetitions, comprehension

It

° tended to be. narrowed because.studepts focused on passages. related to

.thOse questions. When students preposed the questions, their quesiiOns -
were sometimes digressive irrelevant-and encouraged. attention. only to

question-related passages. Best results we're found,with the schema

self-preposed techniques in which students generated preposed, story

<".
specific questions based.On a schema of content-general questions.

These types of questions tended to fOcus the readlps'attentiOn on

, -

pas answering questions that were pertinent and relevani to those

asked on a'content-valid comprehensio% test.

skill and commitment' to question themselves,

t.

"Students who have the
0

theli'leadirS, end the n

a

s

I
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basic assumptions Of.social and politiCai systems are more likely, as

adults,.to be able to find viable Solutions po the world's pressing 10

- \

problems since. the questions we ask profoundly influence our conclusions

and atteons" (Hunkins, 1976, p:

1,

''.Rickards (1976, p. '621) stated that, "Some researchers (Aus.ubel

I A

Fitzgerld, 1982; Campbell and'Borich, 1973;'Sanders, 1973;
.

S44*S09 ee al., 1974) have foundlhat those who score lovvon, tests of

verbal ability (presumably poorreadeis of some kind,' benefit dispro4

portionately more from advance organizers and high level questions than ,

401
.

those who score high on such tests."

Andre and Anderson (1978) found that comprehension improved.

#
after training students to ask questions, and they also discovered that'

1.

, '.

student generation of questions during study is more effective for lower

than,htbher verbal ability students. Of course, One' major benefit'in

haying students' ask' their`own questions is the involvement in the sub- '

Pict 'muter or story that must come when making up questions.
....Pr

1 i

The quality. of student questions becomes. an issue. Alley and
. . .

'Deshler (1979).suggest that the,students' must be able to identify the

.71

type. of,questjons-theyare asking so that they can evaluate if 'those

questiOrkare signifiCant and at a higher cognitive level. Munkini

-(1976)-. not only'suggests that the students'be'able to identify and label

the type of questions asked, but they be able to use the full Bloom's
, . .

.

taxonomy with all its.Oeveli whe0abeling. .

Raphael. and Pearson A1982) state that giving,metacogniti4ve
, .

. .

training in question answering was an important component in observing

higher performance on text based questions,

al&
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14111s et al.' (1980) suggest that the way to teach students to.

ask higher !e61 questions.is to train teachers' to develop a question-

ing frame o!mreference 'with their students. They suggest further re-
,

search that might invert training students 16 the use of ,the same

cognitive classification system as is used by the teachee. Th110,

teacher/training, student/training approach offers a. two fold .advantage:

(a) mutual reinforcement for teachers and_students to engage 4:! higher

level discussion (b) reduction of the' length of time it takes students
.

to catch. on to the higher cognitive discussion situation.

.Teaching students to ask their own questionsencourages Involve-

ment in the learning process. TeachiAil them to evaluate and assess the
. 1

level of.therquestions they. ask develops-a.stWegy that aids them

beyond the 'classroom.

Questioning and Related strategies
with Learning.Disabied Students

r

Can questioning strategies involve the learning disabled

"inactive" student 's an active participant in the 'reading comPrehen-

sion process? f

Wong's (1979b) study with learning disabled students in readihg

.

comprehension has indicated that questioning strategies are effective.,

Her rjferch with fifth grade L.D.estudents investigated whether or not

the use of questions would increase iearninggdIsabled chIldren's .cóm

prehension and retention of. main Ideas in a given, story.. It appears

that the questions preceding respective target stories directed the
At

learning disabled children to 'search for important information as they.
U. .f

read. this seemed to substantiate the prediction thetluestioning

-

, 4

a.

I'
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could and did lead L.P. students to become actively involved in their

own learning,

th Torgesen's (1977, 1980) research On memory, it ha been Con-

cluded.ttlat L.D. students can perform more effectively when prompted by
*

questlontng activity.

In terms of reading and questioning, few studies hive been

completed with L.D, students. Schwartz and Sheff.(1975) point out the

charactefistics of passive 'readers. Passive readers, like "inactive"

L.D. students, for many reasons have grown to expect little meaning

fr. what t read.

1. They do not apply their experiential background to assimilate

new Learning.

2. They have approached reading quite unaware of why they are

having difficulty.
0

The learning strategy approach whichei".ncompasses questioning
,

strategies,is the teaching of specific techniques or rUles that can

help students cope with the, demands 6f the'clissroom. A learning
'

strategres model of instruction lor learning disabled adolescents is

desired to teach the studentsMow to learn rather than to teacel spe-

cific content. The adage, "Givele a fish, and I can eat for a day.

Teach me to fish and I can eat for a lifetiMe" (Alley and Deshler,,

1979', p. 13). applies ;It ID the learning strategy model.

The "how tolearn" focus of learning strategies parallels the

r

recent me4t#20pgnition literature (Brow, andPalinscar,1982). Meta-
,

cognition has been referred'to in terms of two main definitions:

,

'go
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knowledge about cognition; (2), regulation of cognition. Knowledge

about cognition livotyes .conscious, access. to one's own cognitive opera-
.

tions.and reflection about those of other. Regulation of cognition

Involves preplanning and control, monitoring, testing, revising and ,

) checking outcomes. Alley and Deshler (1979) have indicated that L.D.

i students can be taught questioning strategies although unless reminded

or cued they might not 'automatically use the appropriate strategy.
S.

Bos and Filip's (1982) study indicated that learning disabled

students were not deficient in comprehension monitoring but failed to

'spontaneously adopt task-appropriate strategies.
. It further indicated

that learning disabled students can be activated to produce these task-

appropriate strategies with relatively minimal training or cueing. The

students in those groups who were being cued to use 'comprehension moni-

toring were able to detect text inconsistency and text confusion%
4

. '
Recent research 'at the University of Kansas. Research Institute

.

with learning disabled adolescents has emphasized questioning an read-

ing comprehension. Hon 's (1977) research demonstrated that adolescent

L.D. students could use a questioning strategy (ReQuest reading pivice-

dure developed by A. Manzoi_1969) to.enhance reading comprehension as

well as to increase the rlity of their questiO6s.

Multrpass (Schumaker et al., 1982) is a learning strategy used

to improve comprehension and designed tokenable students to gain Infor-

mation from textbooks. AQuestioning as a process is emaJor component.

Multipass an adaptation of:Robinson's (1946) SUR methods ,"(a) a
4.... , .

tiqick survey (S) of the chapter (Pass I); Ob) a second pass through
, ,

the chapter where the student turns subtitles Into questions (Q),
, .

Is
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-reads (R1) to locate 'the answer to the questions recites (R2), and-

30

makes notes of' the answer (Pass III; and (c) a final review.(R3) of the

material (Oads Ili)" (Schumaker et al., 1982; pp. 295-296). Using'the

Steps of acquisition and carefully teadhing the steps of. Multipass to

eight secondary students, it was concluded that learning disabled sty:.
4

dents, can be taught to use a cOmplex learning strategy. Their grades

in tests covering textbook material Wroved markedly..

Torgesen (1977) has effectively summarized the current \ata on

the " tive learner" in saying that the learning disabled students

(1) lack the bility to know how to recognize thilleir'own abilities; '(2)

lack the ab6ity to recognize the 'demands of.the task; (3) lack the

knowledge and confi ence that they need to plan and to accomplish the

-task, i.e.,"lack-of g al 'directedness; and .(4) lack the realization

that it is necessary t seek strategies to make tasks ,easier.

It is felt that the research shows rnat questioning strategies

can and do relate to th reading comprehension process: However,, this

relationship, has not b en demonstrated with 'the learning disabled popu-

lation. Very few studies have been conducted with the elementary

,learning disabled students using the questioning strategy. A substan-

tial amount of research needs to be completed' before generalizations

can be made concerning the effioacy of questioning strategies for

jearnihg disabled students.

0,1
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CHAPTER 3.

DESIGN-OF THE STUDY
A

*

The major purpose cif this study was to determine the effects of

question strategy instruct-Lon on the.instructional methods utilized by

L.D. resource teachers in teaching L.D. students. Student participation

and reading comprehension were the two-.veriables examined in this two

group, independent sample design withrepeated measures. This research

had a dual focus: a teather-training component referred: to as Part I

and a student participation and comprehension component referred to as

Part II.

The basic bjective fo r the 'teacher training component ryas to
,

investigate whethe teachers could raise their own level of questioning

during discussion o wigned reading material from a literal or factual

leave to a higher cognitive level orquestioning. The basic purpose of

.the student component'was to investigate the students' reading compre-

hensjon df narrative stOries.as well as to observe the studentO.ability

to participate in the discussion follor"rhe reading of a narrative

story, to label questions that accompanied the story as either fat,
' e

inference or opinion questionsi.and fkally, to generate their own
,Ar

questions based on specific criteria..

This chapter presents a description of the pilot study and a

Ok discussion orthe subjects, materials, prOcedures, scoOng systems, and

data analysis used in the main study.'

J

I . ' .
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The pilot study was conducted primarily to examine the WI-

ability of a data collecting instrument, TICOR (see main study for
/

.

,

&hailed description), and the 4eropriateness of the various stories
,

.

and accompanying comprehension questions for the three phases of the
4

main study.

,

Subjects

Five randomly selected L.D. resourciteacheei in a district .\

10other than the district used for the main suit:1Y were utilized,in the
\ ,

Oat study. The students were 18 fifth and sixth graders ossigned to
,

1
1.

,

these teachers' resource rooms. ?hese students had been identified as .

:.,

learning disabled with reading comprehension ap a primary area of week-
IP\ .

. c,

ness.noted on ,their Individual Education ProgOms.

\"Procedure
\-

The pilot study lasted for five weeks., All teachers antu-

.

dents were assessed during the firs't, second, fourth and fifth. Wieks.

\

Iniervice training of the teachers was conducted (Wring the third week.

Each a sessmect week the researcher went into each classroom for three

days 'a4 recorded the Interaction between tRe teacher and students

during the,discussion periods that followed the students' reading of a

narrative story. Twenty-three different stories were used. All

stories were on a third grade level, of reading, within the range of
A

reading ability of the students.- El§ht ttoties of 550-650 Words-were

used for the written reading coMptehension assessment. The fourth '-day

'3

I
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of each week the students were asked to take .a written reading compre-.

hensirntest following the reading of. a story.. The first week. the
.

students were asked to/read two stories. They read one of the stories,

answered questions ab ut it, apd tabeled the types Of questions asked.

The students then re a second story and were asked to make up their

own questions. Afte the first week of testing, it was evident that'

tha students were u able to read two stories, and respond to them in a

i': 30 to 40 minute session. In subsolment weeks, they read one story,
I -

.-

generated their owil questions concerning, the story and th n labelled

and answered the questions of the researcher about the story. Three
1

types of question,6 were targeted.: factual, inferential, and opinion.

In addition, the/students evaluated the' story for interest level.

All tea eft attended, a one day nservice during the third-week

in which they w re taught levels of quesioris, Ways to involve students.

in analyzing qu stioni arid teaching.studentS"to bdtome the-discussion..

.leaders. No assessment was conduated'ddring this third week.

Based on'the written reading comprehension test, taken on the

fOUrth day-Of weeks one, two, four and five, three types of scores were

obtained: number-of questions generated, number of questions answered

correctly, and number of questions labelled accurately as to type. The

results of the pilot study showed significant differences at the .05

., level between pre-* and post-training in the students' ability to answer

comprehension queitions. Informal analysis indicated that the increase

in students ' ability to generate questions was' primarily the result of

improvement In asking factual quest Ions.

0

,11
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Results and implications
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The implications of the pilot study assisted in deterAining the

followingprocedurat deciOlons implemented inplmain study:

.1: Of the.eight'itorlei used in assessing reading comprehension; I

two.,were eliminated, one due to the third grade ceiling effect

noted-for one child and one due, to ambiguous questions. These

two stories were not used in the main4tudy.

.._it was determined that a. five day measurement period was more

appropriate than four days. An'idditi nal day of testing was

added to the procedures Of the main stu y.

3. Nine of 15 stories were determined to be equal in reading

level, of similar construction and student interest, and prof

duced similar ease in discussion outcomes Is measured by

TICOR. Six of the eight testing, stories proved.to be similar

40.
rh reading level, length and construction.

4 New observational variables were added to the "program" that

TICOR recorded. One,Main level, affective, was added in the

types of questions asked. Questions like "How did it make y

A.

feel when the horses were mistreated?" didn't seem to fit into

any of the existilicategories. Also thedifier key "s dent

reads the text to answer e questio0 was added.
0

5. One partQlar.strategy taught during the inservice,- student.

invO'ivement,, excited the teachers to such a Point thatfour4i,

!:1

the flive teachers used either shared control or student.Control::
.1' .; .,, . .

of the discussion session.' In other *wprds,.'students were

either

leadf

g or sharing the leadership.of,the discussion

,
, i; .;,,,

'
... ,

4 ,
.

;.'

. I
.0.

'
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groups.
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This resulted infla draMatic drop In the number of

questions' asked by the teacher beciuse the students were asking

35,,

the Oestions andOirecting the discussion. For this reasoh, a

stipulAion'in the Alin study (after treatment) was'thst "at

least one of the three days of discussion must be teacher con-

ducted."
t e

Main Study,

The results and implications of the pilot study helped to 'deter-
P.

mine changes in methodology and proce dure for this research. This

section discusses the SUbjects, materials avid instrumentation,.proce-,

dUres,'Outline of workshops, scoring.of data, and.analysis-of data.
.,'

Subjects

Part l'Teacher Tiainin%Component. Twenty.randomly selected

resource teachers employed by a largeUrbansOuthweste,rn school district

were seieqted to participate in this study. The school district serves

the majority Of.students in the' city. _This dtstrictoerves over 8,000

specialieducatioOtudents. Approximately,t000,students are in re-:

source classes in elementary, schools and are served by '81 resource

teachers.

From the pall of 81 'elementary resource teacbers in the school

Aistrict,A teachers were Tandomly,setectid.' Those teachers selected

were contacted to see If they had it least three learning disabled stuw

dents who were in the fifth or sixth gradesiand who met',the specific

student criteria.

o

'Or
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Each teachervas contacted by the researcher and asked if he/she

'would be tllihg to.partIcipate in a study dealing with reading compre-

hension. The teachers were totld of the five 'weekend workshops to be

held as part Of the study... If they were unable to make this time-iom-

mitment (experimental group stipulatiOn), the =alternative (control gr4p.

stiptOation) was presented. If any of the teachers did not wish to

participate under either .condition, the researcher randomly selected .

another teacher from the -Original teacher group until ten teachers were.

Identified for each group.

In one building, When it was-determined th t the resource teach-

er did .not have at least three fifth- or.sixth grad students having

reading comprehension difficulties, the L.D. self-contained teacher was

introduced to the researcher because of the high level, of interest of .

the, principal.. This one self-contained teacher, who mainstreamed most

of her students during the day except for reading, had more than three

of her students who met the criter4a.: This teacher became one of the

ten experimental, teachers selected.

The researcher contacted 31 teachers before finding ten'teachers

for:eachfgroup. The expetimental group Al was told of the three day

observation procedure and the specific dates of the five,weekendwork-
. 1

.
. .

shops. (Objectives and content will be discussed in a following sub-"

A u
section.). Those in-Group At-redelv'ed three hours of graduate credit in

Special Education from the University of Arizona for the wd'rkshops and

related activities,. The control grOup A2 was told:of'the observation

. A

prdkedure and. the one-day inservice that would be provided after the

completion .of data ,collection.

411

fit
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Table 216d1.0tes the characteristics of both the expe ntal.

'I .
.

.

AI .and control A2 groups. This intormation was gathered at the conclu-

sion or the data collection by means of a questionnaire (Appendix A).

t.

-

r

Table 2. Teacher Characterlstici of Experimental and Control. Groups

f

Teacher Characteristics

Groups s.

Af Experimental Al Control
W#10 1 010

Education
,,.,

L.D. certified 10

Master's, degree .10

Master's degree plus Or
11 or more hours 7

Second master's 1

Educational. spedialist. 0

c/.T acher Experiences,

..
I .\ --mean. 17

Total.teg-ajng years-range . 1-26

Years in L.D. resource--mean

Chronotbgical age--range 24-60
--mean 44

Average salary* A .
over $24,000

Reading courses beyond B.A.--mean 4.1

10

8.

4

3

1

1-35
15

6.8

26-60
42

oVer $24,000

4.0

*Questionnaireceiling effect on salary $26,000 or Mote

-
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These Characteristics listed indi-cate that the teachers ih both

groups were similar. Because of the time commitment required of the

experimental group in taking the-coursewit was impossible to randomly

Although it may appear that those in

motivated towards' improving skiiis.

assign teachers to acondition.

the experimental group were more

than those in the control group, the numbers of masters .degrees and

additional graduate hours in both groups indicate that the teachers, in

both groups were used to takj courses ,ln an effort to Improve' their

teaching skills. Four of the c9ntroi group teachers have young chil-

dren and could not leave them on weekends. Four had,prior weekend

commitmentS and two expressed a need to relax on weekends. All of the

control group, however, expressed a.desire to participate in.the study

because all handouts, materials and reading comprehension techniqUes

would be shared In a one-day inservice at the end of the study..

Part II Student Compopent: The student subjects were 68 learn-

11,

ing disabled fifth' and sixtil grade students enrolled in resource rooms

in the same'.urban southwest school district. The criteriaused to

select the student population were as follows:

I. Enrollment as a learning disabled student of randomly selected

4 L.D. resource teachers who participated in the study. These

students had been designated as learning disabled students

based on the criteria included in Public Lew 94-10, the Edu-.

cation for All Handicapped thildren'Act, and the school

district's., criteria.. Appendix B is ,'summary of federal, .

state and district Criteria.

1
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2, Enrollment as a fifth or sixth grader.
Sc

3. Identification of reading difficulties as a significant problem

as stated by the teacher on the IEP.
6

Reading achievement on. at least 'third grade level as measured

by a standardized Individually administerg0 reiding'test.

During the study,. seven of the 68. students who Met-the previous-

ly described:seection criteria moved.away from Tucson and one was re-

.moved from the L:D. resource placement. At the end of the study, 32, of-

the 60 remaining students were enrolled 'in reS9Fisce rooms and their

teachers were Involved in the,tra)hing workshop. Twenty-eight of the

students were in classes where their teachers did not participate in

..4= training until after the final maintenance measure.

711Pb 6

A

Student characteristics are shown in Table 3. This table indi-

cates: the number, chronological age, sex, grade, IQ, reading grade

equivalent and_bilingual identification in both the experiental and

control groups.
V

t.

Materials and Instrumentation

In the following section the materials and Instrumentation used

will be discussed, .including narrative Stories for discussion-or for

student testing, TICOR, tape recorder, and written comprehension tests.

Narrative Stortes. Because disCussloriegroup dynamics are so
i

tied. to the specific story/text being discussed; stories .were provided

, \,.

:by the researcher. The pilot study (see page 32) looked at a total_ of
\

23 stories. All stories selected were 'frorif World'Took: Reading

.

.

..
L \

.

4

.. 1
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Table 3, Student Characteristics of 'Experimental and Control Groan .'

11

Student Characteristics
Experimental

No32

Groups
. . Control

'NoP28

Age--ra.nge.

--mean

.Sex
;-

v Male
. Female :.

Grade
Fifth

Sixth

Itl«-range

--mean

;.A

.

ft
9-10--12-11

11-5

17

15

8

24

.70-120

91.6

10-3--12-11
11-9

.
21

-. 7

.

10

18

74-118
3.4

ea?

10

Reading Grade Equivalent
Range

/Bilingua (Spanish speaking
English proficient) 12

2:-6.0

9

DevelopmentilrOvam- Level " Books. 1-4 (1981). All of the stories have

been rated at 3.03.1 by both the Fry (1968)/aAdlpache (1953) read-

ability formulas and all, were.narqative in'structure. Eight stories,

because of similar length of 550-650 words, were selected as the narra-

tive ii)assages for student testing.. Comprehensionyquestions were.devel-

oped. Two stories were eliminated from use in the main stydy because 7

In the pilot study, student's consisten-flylot higher. 'scoret across

triiis on ohe ktoric, and on another story, some of the questions seemed

ambilvous or unclear.. the pilot stydy 15 stories were originally'

.$ 4
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looked at. Teachers daily assessed the'stories,for-vocabulary diffi-

culty, conceptual difficulty, intirest and-readability, including word

recognition... They also rated ease of ask ing questions about the story

and easeof conducting discussion groups. "Finally, in the pilot study,

A.
teachers were.asked to "star the stories most interesting CR the stu-

.

dents, ranking the stories from favorite to least favorite. The pilot

study teachers.sought the opinion of the students. 'According to these

criteria,
f
none of the 15 narrative' stories were finally selected as the

discussion stories for use in the main study.

TICOR. A Time Interval Categorical Observation Recorder (TICOR)

wasAsed to collect observational 'classroom dataw TICOR is a micro-

computer that is comparatively small in size (contained in a lightweight

briefcase), has a silent-typewTlter-like keyboard,and contains'an.in-

ternal power supply which makes it completely porta6le. Table 4.shows.

a sample TICOarrintout. Appendix:C is an abstract which describes

TICOR.

Teacher-student-interaction during discussion groups following

the reading of.ttle stories was recorded\with TICOR and subsequently fed

intp;the VAX 11/720 computer. For the purposes of. this study, the

TICOR research. looked at a type of ethnographic data.40
,

g

In the Pant I Teacher Training Component, the following cate-

gories and subcategories were established by the researcher to dtz:lbe
, .

teacher-student interaction using TICOR:

1. a Teachers :levels of questions: Literal, Critical I,

'Th. Critical I I., Affective.

56 (-0

t



Table 4. Sample of TICOR. Printout

Teacher's Response. Prof i le

NIF0411JUL 7

OtURIP.sytACN(N 002371045.
041E10411 T04010010
10141. 8tC0408 Ilsitt 1666.3

OUP
20.
12.
.17.

162PLANAlluN
ICNN 0 A4i Lis, gutsy
fcm4 f 4110 CRI, I OST
TCHN 01 ASK CPT. 11 051
ItN4 4, ASA APPLC7 RUM
VCNN c0A4tNIS RILATtO
TOTAL NISPONSt$1

NUNOtms 2

ImImA0OROOPS 6 'W.18102.1.4
SINT10010 PP04412004"

AINU11.8 OP U1131RVAIION1 27,11

42

Immo 124,

Nte STAND 2 STAND 3 2

i0114. Ot4. RtSP OURATIONOtAN OtV OUR 1,0p4
4.14>1.01...111.66 . 41.9 2910 . 0.91 '2.51 6.90
0.43 0.73 8.74 36.6 3.01 1.37 2.21 6.06
1143 1.24 21.01 04.4 2.20 1.05 5.07 13.90

66. 4.40
13741,. 4.03

1.25 419,64i, 444,3
145 T00.00 601.6

. .

.Student #3's interaction with Teacher

RIPORIIJUL 7

PESCRIP.I5TUOEN4" TWICE PARIICIPAT .% INLI00001
OATts0411 ICHRs0010
TOTAL SECONDS TINES 1666.3

tXPLANATION
311)3 + UN0111140

o.

SIPS 0 1.112441. ANswEH''
61112 0 CRITICAL 1.AN5,
0703 00 CmITICAL 2 ANS,
311/5 .41,41f IVE ANS.
syus 00 ANS4t43 slWLLD
STVS 0 SIUOEN! OtAUB 0,
SIPS 0 Cummvils NtLAt,
511)1 NNAI KING 0/ U.
810.5 00 NmAt P0001 0,
5705 00 AiNEL OR 0164, 0
11703 aluotoo ASKS
3701 0, AS4 LII WallfuN
SID3 me A54 CR1 I autsi
slos .00 goA cm' 11 UULOI
571)3.00 4114'611201v1 U.
0100 2,0 LvAL:CW4MEN18 Mt
TOTAL RESPUNS1.21

S.

L.

74,

3
1IINV10010 PP4412005

JISNUTtS OF UOSERVATIONS 0471

6.53 4.93 26.46 73,15
4,43 6.116 36.45 100.08

NUMet4s

FILEIBIG201C

NW' SIANO
RASP /MO -0tV
2: 40/ 056
6. v.22 0,49
2, 0.07 0.24

15, 0.54 0.78

3. 0.114. 0.31

IoNms '129

31460
NESF,PURALION NAN UV OUR 1,000
5.13 18'.6 . 9.30 s.ao 1.12 U,35

33.30 13.4 2.50 1,96 41000 934
3-013 4.2 2.10 1.00 6,25 2,62

56646 55.1 3.11 3.01 t.44

1.69 24.3 6,10 3.84 1.46. 13.13

10, 9636 0,67 23,64 91.3 9.0 3.13 2,49_ 23,64

0.04 0.19 2.56 1.3 1.10 0.00 0.06 0.81

39. 1.90 tia0 100,0e 190.6

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

9.12 3.50 9,04 100.00 .

0
I
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2. Teacher cdmments: ',related and unrelated (unrelated had to do

Atli mechanics of classroom discipline of students).

Tape Recorder. In addition to TICOR, a tape recor4er with a

sensitive built-in microphonolkWas-used to tape the first three days

of each measurement period.
-4)

Written Comprehension Tests. The measurement instrument .for

the student componentWit written comprehension tests designed by the

experimenter to assess comprehension of the narrative stories pre-

sented. No published comprehension tests were available and sensiti

to the specific components being targeted in this study. The test

instrument contained two parts and measured three comprehension skills.

The test measured:

The ability of the student.to write short answers to ten

Comprehensibn questions about the story. included in the

questions were at least two of each type:. fact,:,inference,

and opinion. . There were usually more fact questions than any.

other type. The labels taught to the students were a simpli-

fied version of Bloom's taxonomy of questions. The fact

questions are at the literal level., the inference questions

are atihe interpretation,.application and analysis level,

optnion questions are those quktions at require evaluation

1 4
or synthesis. Appendix D is an ,example of the questions asked..

2. The ability to identify and label what type of question thee

ten comprehension questions weTe.

I

41



The ability to gener or construct six queitiont relevant to

the story: two factual, two inferential, and two opinion

questions. Appendix ik is the form that the students used when

developing questions.

Procedures

In this section the procedures for each five day measurement

.period, the training and their related assignments are discussed.

Five Day Measurement Period. All teachers and students were

assessed three times during the study: once prior to training (the

pretestl; at the end of training (the posttest); and one month follow*

ing the training (the maintenance test). The researcher arranged with

the teacher the appropriate lime-and daysm) come for data, collection.

The students observed were the samerthrough6ut the study. Each data

.collection period took frxelodays:,_ three days when the researcher

collected.data (with TICOR and_a tape recorder) .during the'discussions .

of the stories and' two days when the, Students read the stories, and

then.took the written comprehension tests. The stories that were used.,

as stimuli for the.discusslon sessions were given'to the teachers at .

least one week prior to the obsehvation. dates.. The teachers were in-

structed to have the students read the story. lt,was recommended that

the students' read them silently but the teacher made the ;decis.lon as to

1

311 ntor Oral reading. !f the teacher thought the students would have

diff\cuity reading the story or wanted to read it as a group "she gener-

ally had the students read it aloud. Three experimental and six control

teachers would orally read the whole stony with their group (each
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student taking a turn) before the discUssion began It usually took 10

to'15 minutes to read the story. I

Following the reading of the story, the teacher was instructed

to discuss t7 story with the students. .There were no time limits set.

However, the teachers usualty_used the entire resource session to'which

the students had been,preflously dsstgned. The measuremeni4of time

-began after the reading of the story had beencomigated and he first

question was asked, and continued until the response of the last ques-

tion. The experimental group's time measurement varied between 15 and

34 minutes with a mean time of 17 minutes per session. The control

group's time measurement varied betwben 6. and 23 minutes with a.mean

time-of 15 minutes.

Three questions were often asked of the researcher by the

teacher concerning the reading of the stories: "Can one do pre-reading

or vocabulary development prior to the reading?" The answer given was,

"Whatever-you usually do with a story is just fine. The 'data, however,

will be measured with the :first question after the reading of the

story." A second question asked was, "Can we read the story In sections

and ask.questions following each section?" The.response given was,

"Measuremed% will occur with the first pristion following the reading

of the first section." Five experimental teachers and six control

teachers would read the stories in sections, asking questions afterl

each section. A third question asked was, "Will you provide questions

to ask?" The answer was, "No, just do what you usually .do when you

p discuss a story.,"
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The researcher was scheduled to observe !80 discuss*on sessiOns,

nine sessions 'for each teachel%; However, because of scheduling prob-

lems.; 132 sessions were observed. The order for. presented In of the

nine discUssion stories was randomized for each teacher so that each of

the.20 teachers presented stories in,a different'order. Appendix F is-.
AO'

a 1 tng of the story Orderof.presentation.

During the fourth and fifth days, the students took the written

comprehension tests. Both the experimenter and a trained' doctoral stu-
; %

dent in Special Education adMiniStired the tests giver:the fourth and

fifth .days. Because of the two testers, a set of instructions was

developed. On the fourth day, following ashort briefing'session on

labeling', the students were asked to read the story, answer the compre-

hension quektions and label the type of question asked. The followin

activities and dialogue occurred. on the fourth.day during the briefing

.
session on labeling.

With the labeling sheet in front of the student, the researcher

explained:. "Today, I'm going to read out, loud a short:story, please

follow along as I re4d it When I am finished reading it, we will lb

answer some questions together." Appendix G f the!sample" labeling

40p pry.

Researcher reads: "Tom was going to school. He saw the bus

coming and ran, as fast as he could. But Tom missedape bus! He got on

-the-next-oryfrr-lhen-Tom dropped his 'money. The, coins rolled all over.

Tom had to plck up his, money. 'At last, he put it all In the fare box.

He/tat down. He relaxed and looked out the window. 'Then Tom got a'

a
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surprise. lieteaw his school. Tomchid forgotten to get off the bus in

time" (Science Research Associates, Inc., 1974).
"fo

"Will, someone read the first question." Always hands went up

'and/or someone started reading it. "Did Tom miss the bus?'.' The stu-

dents would usually say yes. "Okay, write yes in the square between
o

the first aild second question." Researcher then would ask, "How do you

know he missed the.bus?". Students would usually respond with, "It says/

it in the story." Researcher; "Yes,.. look down at the bottom of this

page. This vestion is'a fact question because . 11 Researcher
2

then read the definition, -"Now, on.the lIttie. line in front of 1,

put a big F because it is a fact question:"

. "Now would read the second question?" "What tells us

that the boy didn't have his mind on what he was doing?" Usually more

than onenanswer would come out. If not the researcher asked, "Are there

any other clues that tell us that the boy didn't have his mind on what

he was doing?"

"euv:in the space between questions 2-3 the. part of the answer

. .

you think best answer i this question. If you need any help wittrspell-

01 ing, just ask. Don't worry about spelling, do your best but if you

L.;

want help, just raise your hand."

"This question calls for an inference (read definition). An

10erence is. . . . . Why ri this-an inference?" Usually students

would say, "Semite we got clues all over he story." T "Put a great ble

I in front of #2."

Read'question #3., "Based on what you read, what dO you think

might have.happened before Tom"went to.schsol?" Typical answers; .
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"Tom got up late."

4,8

"He wai slow'eatingivis.breakfast." HIS mother was

yelling at him4because he was.pokIngaround."

"All of these are poisible.anwers. Who is right?" Students

usually say, "We don't know, the story doesn't say;" That!s right, all

of your answers are right because it's what you think that is important.

"He forgot to do his

It's your opinion."

"Put in the space after #3 what you think might have happened.

This is an opinion question"read definition). Now, put a great bigtO

r
in the line in front of #3:'"'

Then the rea0ing passage for' the day was.presented. '"Today I .

want ,9ou to read a story to yourseirand*answer ten questions about the

story. ratao want you.to tel the what kind Of question it is, F fact,

I inference, or 0 opinion.. If.you need help* with any of the words, just

raise your hand and I/will be glad to help you."

Many students, especially in the classes where. they had been

reading:the stories together, asked lf.they could read together. The.

- researcher, would say."ho".but offer.again.to help them with any problem

words. They wouLdthen answer questions and the researcher woutd help'

thewwith:difficult words as they read, and any spelling problems if

A
-''they asked while they answered theilueSvions. .

The fifth day the students were asked to read a different story,

and then generate their own questions, two fact, two inference, and-two

.opinion. Again on the fifth day prior to reading the story, the same

',.labeling.exertise 'was used as a trainl,pg session. .After the, labeling .

exercise, theresearcher said, "Today you get to ask the questions.
1

r '
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Read th,,Igts story and then thilnkof two fact questions, two inference

questioniand.two opinion questions. Yoa.may.01 keep your labeling

exercise. It may helphao! as you start making up diequestions you
,

. '. .I)

_

will ask. Today youdon't have to answer theSe questions." To prevent

'' an order effect or. the possibility.that.one,set of questions. might eve
il

been easier to answer"or generate,.thestories assigned to each measure-
.

,

melt period were done randomly (see Appendix

1/
.

Outlintofiacherlorkshos. The teacI Group AI

(the experimental group) attehded five weekend workshops that were held

at The Unive ity of Arizona, Friday 'evenings 7-9:30 p.m. and Saturdays

$

9 am. to 4 p.m. , for a total of 45 hours. These five workshops were

held two weeks apart begrnning January 29, 1983 and concluding March '27,

1983. ,Each weekend a new person presented certain material. A brief.

description of the presentdr; content, activities, assignMent, and

'appendices can be found in Table 5. During this five week period

neither group was observed. .The,control group received no training.

Scoring the Data

The following scoring procedures are discussed. under two mea-.

surement systems: TICOR and written comprehension tests. Reliability

.1' .

,

Of eadrinstrument will also be**cussed..
f

1 !F tt , ,

-_TICOR. The record from TICOR was plIpssed through. a

VAX/It/720 computer and the subsequont,prtntOut was Analyzed: TICOR
\.J-,.

measured; .

\

..,,,..
4



Table 5. Description of Workshops

Date/Selected
handouts

Janary 28-
January 29
Appendix
included

I) Recogntiing

_ Questions
..at Six Coq-

nitIve: Levels

2) Understanding
Levels of
Comprehension

3) txpiltating

Patterns of
Ouganizalion

4) Levels cf
Reading-
Comprehension

Fehrhary 11

February -12

App gd.ix .

Enc'uded

1) Six-phases
Qt s( Ion I ng

rategy-A
vice for

De)eloping
Critical Think-
ing Skills

ftresenier.

Del Oa Daincs

DrPghtiM Young

!University
Professor. ill the

Department of
Cuarlculum and
instructiOnal
Sciences

Content

IL

Dr. Dairies answers the .

fulimring questions:.
I) Wily ask questionsf

2) Why focus on teachers
first?

. 3) What are the fapts
of a taxorm), nor

ue5 tioning7.-
4) t Is Bloom's

axonomy?

ti

-w

.Activities AssigriMent

I) Studying- sample

questions:.

2) Devising. thiestions

.3) Writing and analyr-
Ing questions

h) Teach students lob
answer questions

5) Preparing ques. Ions

to use withs -

dents

Design two ques-
Alons at eaclk
Wel of..the
cognitive
Hierarchy

0

Joan Rosit
Foster City,'
toCallfornia

Director of
roster Reading

institute

Philosophy of student hetoMIng
'the Important one In drs-
cussiongroup

Presentation of the six-phases
of involving student in
reading and writing process

.. , .. ..... . ...

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

,

65

I) DemonstrateLth
chllilren Ph,se 1

2) Work In to Ms in
decision king
conOrnIn various
levels o que'stIonil

Tape classroom'
session, and turn
In a° tope of the

class discussion
that. reflects the

highest,phase (of
the shOhase
techn19ue) the
teacher group has
reacher)

....... . .....



Table 5; continued

.

*tiate/Selicted

Handuuts Presenter

._
25 Jrancis' Hun Ins' Presented ways, to hange
26 University of ocher attitude towards

Washington s udent becoming the
Professue of qu stioner. Noted ways to

Education mak a. quistions apay-
off fur stedeoR1 Explained
key stages of student
involvenant..

February

February

March I I

Match 12

I) Ilefinitiouo

fahes Level
of Questions

2) Taba's Schema
jor.Analys)s
of Three tor-
nitive Tasks

Cinitcovt

- .

March 24

March 25
I) Aekvisitioh-

iteps When
Learning el.

NW Strategy ,

John Bradley
University of

Arizona

Professor of
Reading

(Personal emer-

gency, At I as t

moment)
Margaret Dixon
presented using
notei.6 materials
of OrLffradley-

...,

bonal4 Deshler
University of

Kansas
Professor or.

Special

Education
2) SellAuestionIng

Stratdby

I.

I) Presented assumptions
about asking questions

2) Presented Hilda faba!s
levels of cognitive
thinking as eloup devek:
oped questions. at each

level

Presented definition of
learning dISabillt4es: Listed
major fIndleas at Institute of
Learning Disabill4tos at
Lawrence Kansas. 'Major focus
was the acquisition anti.generii
lint In of skills

BEST COrt

.66

Activities . Assignmettt

Used portion of his book. Write
teichersadaptei method tlons

-(B1uom-taxonomy to fit . level

his method) resulting In
the student becoming
analyzer of -various

finettOhns asked

two gut:s-

et each

l). In teams using nar-

ratIve stories pull

apart story
21 Ask Taba level

questions at each
point

3) Silare. end react tit

one another's
questions -

*N.

Story handed out,
develop ti.o.line-

Jions 01 each
level using Taba's
level paper, tape

classroom sessi' n

IrAs he presented steps Fill our workshop
In acquisition vani- evaluation
pus learning strategies, .

were listed
2) Presentatide of gener-
-^allzation skills--how

to transfer from one .

setting to another

4
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1. The el ofequestions, asked by each teacher.,

2.. The number of responses per minute based on the length of

*the .observatipn

3, The percent of time each student spends in the discussion in

. \
relationship to total observation time which is defined as.

studenet participation.'

4.- The percent of the total di cussion time spent for each level

of question answered. IV

52

Written Comprehension Tests. Threktypes of reading comprehen-
\

sion tests were conducted over the three measurement periods! (1) stu-

dent short-answer responding to ten comprehension questions; (2) student

labeling of ten comprehension questions according to F (fact), I (ipfer:.

ence) and 0 (opinion);.and (3) student generating six questions, inclu-,

ding two fact, two inference and two opinion.

free

Fact

Comprehension questions-Students answered ten short answer,

response comprehension questions: fact, inference, and opinion.

questions were scored aslccurate if they matched text appropriate
40e

responses given during the pilot study. In additiop, novel or unusual

responses were judged accurate if they were appropriate and based on

thq text. For example, responses to the question, "What animal ran up

the tree?" such as the dog, the puppy,_Sam, the.little girl's pet, her

'canine, the mutt, were all acceptable answers.

Inference questions that had several possible answers were

judged. as accurate if the answer made sense and was based on the clues

found in the story. A list of possible answers was indicated on the

41,

t
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y. Student responses from the pilot study"marked aslcorrect* were
a

! _
,e basis of the. list. 'For example, the followingresptnses to the

1

estions, "How do we know this coyote was pretty smart?" were all .

rked as correct 'according to these criteria'; ''She diOn't get caught

the,ranchers; she would circle around her-den.0 l°ooking for enemies'

danger before she went out; she played with .her pup but didn't let
i

t em go too faraway from her; when she' knew that. Gran* and Jenny had

en her, she moved her pups the next day.".."

Many of the opinioA questions had two parts. If a yet/no re-

ponse was followed by "Why?", theiltudents needed bo'h parts,to get'

full credit. Half credit was given to students who gave responses only

to the justification part of the question. No credit was given if the

student simply gave a yes/r6 response.

Answers on all types of questions which were difficult to read

or which didn't make sense were marked wrong: Credit was not deduted
%

for incomplete sentences or spelling. Ten points were possible. One

pointwayLgiven for each qvestiorf on this part of the, test.

. Labeling the quesOons--The students-could label questions

before, after, iir as they responded to the short-answer comprehension
co

,
.

,

,

questions. All answertwere marked for accuracy based.on a kr. In
.

the six'stories, three of the 60 questions had two possible answers,'gk,

.14

A
both of which' were accepted. As the researcher millet through the tests,

It was noted that .more than one answer could be Justified. Ten points.:

were possible, one for each correctly* labeled question.
6

-
Generating quistiont--in order to reeve credit, all questions

had to be in question form, categorized appropriatelyvand readable. .(

68.

-1
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alf.credi.t was occationally.givemwhen. some words of

Asent,.but.the meaning vas evident. Six points were

each question that was asked by the student: Each of

;

to be' in the correct category.

.

;4:
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the question were
--"),

possible, one for

the questions. had

e .

Interobserver Rellabilit* The interaction between, the students

and their teachers was recorded by the researcher on TICOR as well as

on a 'regUlar tape recorder. The tapi recorder made it possible to mea-

sure interobserifer agreement between the researcher and a 'second ob-

server. Kazdin (1982) lists threepain reasons.to assess agreement:

1. Assessment is useful only to the extent, that it can be

v.
achieved with some consistency.

2. Interobserver/interrater assessment seeks to minimize or

circumvent the biases that, any individual Observerd1Might h've.

3, Msessment agreement helps to reflect' whether target behaviors

. are well defined.

He further

accuracy.

noted, "Hence interobserver Agreement is not a measure.of

The general assumption is that. If observers record the same

behaviors their data-probably reflects what.the'client is doing"

(Kazdin, 1982 p. 51).

A doctoral studentin Special Education was trained as _a second
'

observer to analyze levels of questions and 'to code 'data. Training

4 took place over the four mopthS, pflor to the main Study,.

The trainee attended the one diy inservice- workshop held for

the teachers in the pilot sttikly,.

a

.1

S.
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2. Severartapes were., transcribed from the pilot study. Both the

trainee andsthe researcher marked each statement'at this point
, .

and compared answers and discussed differences.
I..

3. Coding on TICOR of the discussions occurred many times in the,
4

pilot study.

4. The ArLinee attended several of the workShops during the main
I

,

study. Each Workshop further defined specific components of

each level, of questioning.

TICOR Reliability. ecause there were judgment calls in deter-
.

mininb the level of question' asked, this study:vas designed to have a

second rater to assure rel:bility of the coded variables. One-sixth
.

of the. tape recordings (30 sessions), were transcribed' and then coded

with TICOR. Ten tapes'were randomly chosen.from each of' the three

11

measurement periods. This was completed at the conclusion of the study

the.trained.doctoral student. The: researcher independently recoded

from the 'tapes in order to get' a rellabilily score.
_-, AO
1 4,

Written Comprehension Test Reliability. Because of the,some-

what subjective nature of both the answering of the ten short answer

comprehension questions.and the stuaents' own questions, the same

docto)61 student who recoded TICOR tapes scored 25 percent of all. tests

at each measurement period in order to establish an interater pgree-

.ment evaluation.. Appendices N asia 0 shOw the recording forms,uted.

Re4104ity data-are presented in the Results chapter.

e .4

r
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Analysis of Data

. this'section ite three MANOVAs and one.ANOVA dealing with

both TICOR.data and wriften.comprehensiori student data are discussed.

Part I Teacher TraininkComponent. At each of the thiee mea-
t

surement periods, three different observations occurred for a total of

nine different measurements of each teacher. :the reasons filfr having

more than one at each measurement were: (1) a more complete picture

of the clastroom interaction between teacher and students during dis-

cussion; and (2) the possihpity of observing more than one format/

style used in the discussion of a story. The data were then collapsed

over the three days as an average to represent the behavior observed.

CN

A major technique taught to the experimental group was student

generation of questions and assumption of the role of the discussion

leader. The pilot study indicated that because this researcher was

interested in seeing if the teachers were. able to ask higher level

questions, the experimental group of teachers,must be instructed to

have one of the three observation days at each measurement period-be

teacher conductedi where the teachers would ask the questions. All of'

the days could be teacher; conducted but atleast one day had to It

'then allowed a collapsing Of,data in the
al
post and maintenance periods

where the teacher conducted the discussion sessions.

A MANOVA (Multiple Analysis of Variant's) was used to-analyze

f
the leacher data. The teacher data con0Stedrof two'treatjents (experi

.

mental and control groups) by two repeated measures (pre and post) with

two dependeT, variables (responses per minute for Critical I and
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Critical. II level questions). Maintenance data.for the teacher compo-

nent were not included due to attrition of the students. One teacher

had two of her three student groups move between post and maintenance

testing. In another teachttr's class, one'ofthe students was ill all

three days of the last observation period. Both teachers were in the
it

experimental group; it was felt that analyzing full.data sets (pre and

post) in the first two measurement perlods was-mori appropriate thanii

losing the data of these teachers. two.twoehers. Because t o fo4f stu-

dents. involved were able to take the written comprehension tests, all

ttir e measurement periods could be recorded' for the student component.

Part II Student Component." Two separate MANOVAs were run on

this data. The first /ANOVA was a two treatment (experimental and con-,/

trot groups) by three repeated trials (pre, post, maintenance) with two

dependent variables_Aresponses per minute oA Critical I answers and/

percent duration spent on Critical I answers).

The second MANOVA was a two treatment by thlgjepeated trials

P

with two "dependent variables (responses per minute on Critical II .

answers and percent duration spent or Critical 11 answers).

Both the. ANOVA and i're MANOVAs were used to determine,between

group and across Oa] differenCes. When a difference was found, the
, .

Tukey post hoc test was used to determine tiie interaction effects.

4
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RESULTS

%.,

, This study investigated the role of quistion strategy Instruc-

tion in increasing student pertiOlpation in group discuislops and in-

I 1

. creasing reading. comprehension with learnirp disabled students.

This chapter is organized to answer the itven research questions

. posed in Chapters'. Figure 2 may help to clarify the issues reflected

In,,these'seven questions. Due to the inclusion of multiple dependent

Measure's in thls'study, three mul ariate analysis of varivrice ,

(MANOVAs) were employed. The data on Critical I and Critical II level

dependent Variables were collected throu gh the use of Timed Interval

'Categorical Observation Recorder (TICOR). One MANOVA was used .to ana-

lyze the teacher vesking Critical I and I I level questions (this answered

research question 11). A second MANOVA, was used to analyze the two

4evels of responses per minute and percent duration of time spent in

answering those questions (this answered research questions #2 and #3).

The third MANOVA was used to analyze responses to written comprehension

reeding tests. These comprehension tests examitied three basic abilities:.

aIwerin9 qu4tions basecl on the stories read, labeling the type of

questionlsked,'and generating questions (this answered research qUes-

tions #5, 460 end #7)

58
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Part I Teacher Training Component

Questibn Levels Asked
a. Literal
b. Criticar I*
c. Critical II*
d. Affective

*Mrdent variables
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Part II Student Component
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Figure 2. Analysis of the Severi),Research Questions
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A The use of this statistical procedure provided` protection from

possible a1p4a slippage -by simultaneously accounting for all variables
A

associated with eactreof.the-MANO.VAs discussed. Where significant over-

differences were detected, separate univallafe F, tests were con-

ducted for each variable.
II

An analysis of vacApnce (ANOVA) was employed to examine differ-
.

ences between pretest, posktest, and maintenance test data for the two

.groups concerning total percent duration participation (total talk time)',

for each of the students (this answered research question #4).\ A sta-

tistical computer program (EimpF, AV, 2V, 1981) was utilized to analyze

these data:3 ,

Whertstatistical differences were found in. interaction of groups

and.trials, post hoc analyses with the Tukey HSD proceduce (Kirk, 1968)

were utilized to assess further the MANOVA,'

Question 1

Did the'groUp of teachers who received question strategy in-

.strUction ask more Critical Level (I and 11) questions per minute

. -
during the posttesting than the group of teachers who did not receive

such question strategy instruction?

Although all levels of questions that the teachers asked were

recorded, the pU;pose of this question is to find out if those teachers

inAheexperimentalgroupaskedsigpificantlymore Critical I. and

rlCritical II questions after'the workshops (t atMent). To answer thisA
question, the interactkion between trials (repeated measures) and

. 4

.
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groups is the key aspect of the data. A MANOVA was conducted on the

teacher, variables: 2 (group) by 2 (trials--pre and post) by, 2 (depen-

dent veriablig Critical) and Critical II level. of questions).

As demonstrated in Table 6, there is a significaht difference

at tie .0 level between groups "(combine,d'across trials) on Critical.11

.questioni and a significant difference between trials (which combine'the
/
groupS). on Critical I and Critical II questions. There is also a *sig-

nificant interaction of trials by groups on asking Critical II ques-

.tions.

Tc; determine where the significant differences were, a Tuke.y

post hoc test was conducted on the Critical II level of question. The

results are presented in Table 7. It was found that at the .05 level:.

(1) there was no significant difference between the groups on the pre:,

test; (2) there was no significant difference for the control group
Rl

from the pre and the post trial measurements; (3) there was a signifi-

cant differeqce between treatment.groups; for the experimental group' .

4

who received question strategy instruction, there was a significant

increase of asking Critical II. questions (X 4,44) as compat'ed to the

control group (Tvt'f...05), who did not receive the 'question strategy in-

struc trai treatment group scored significantly higher

t an":2the'recint 1.gfogp.atposttesting. In other words, after training

-:the experiMental group:aske ightficently-more Critical 11 questions` 4

tbOn-did:thw:cohtecilgroup. _Fjgure' I 'graphically' dempnstrates the:
\

"actual differenCe tte ween the pre `and posttesttng.. For Ocample, before

AraiRing teachers the experimental group were asking less than one

Critical, 11.40est:

-'4

on' every/20minutes, After the tra4ning.the

4 .6.
,,

. .? .
. ; . ' . . 4 ..
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Table 6. Multivariate Analysis of Variance of Teacher Questions
per Minute for Critical I and II Questions
(Experimental n 10; Confrol n 10)

f.

62

Source df MS f

G (Group)

Critical

Critical

Error.

Critical

Critical

I (Trials)

Critical
Critical

Error

Critical
Critical

I 1 .07

II 1 .32

I 18 .15

II 18 .06

I .16

II 1 .57

I 18 .15

II' 18 .06

(T) X -(G Group)

Critical I

Critical II

Error

.01

.28

Critical I 18 .03

Critical II 18 .07 .

.44

5.58

5.37*

7.95*

*<.05

*At
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Table 7. Pre and Posttesting on Critical I and II Questions for the
experimental and' Control Teachers

Critical I C /it.ical II

Pre Post Pre Post

1,

Experimental Teachers
(n = TO)

Mean

Standard deviation

Control Teacher's.

(n = 10),

Mean

e.StandardbeViation

r

.4Z ',. .53 .04 .44* .

, .35 .36 .08 .47

I

.32 .47-- .03

.19 .27 .07 .07

78
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.30
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Figure 3. Pre and Posttestings of Heana on CritTcal II Teacher

Questions for Experimental and Control Students'
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experimental group' was asking about nine Critical II questions'in.a 20

minute time. span. The control group before. trainingirs responding.

with a.11ttle more than 'two - thirds of One Critical li wieSqpn in 20,.

m4utes, and after the training the control group was asking slightly

more than one and one-half Critical. II queitions in 20 minutes. Al-

though:there is a slight improvement, it does not represent a statis-.

tically significant"difference. The data support a positive response..

to question #1, Critical' II level; the group of teachers (A1) who re-

ceived question strategy instruction did ask more Critical II level

questions than did the group of teachers who.did not.receive such

question strategy instruction. )0.

Question 2

Did the group of'students whose teachers received question

strategy instruction respond with more critical level (I and ll) answers-.

per minute during post and mainte nce testing than the grouP.'of stu-

dents

,

.

dents whose teachers did not rece ..e such question strategy instruction?'

\
A MANOVA was conducted on the, student'variabiles. The feattilces

'
\

of this MANOVA were a 2 (group) by 3 (repeated measures) by 2Adepende64

variables levels of questions). Two measurements were taken: responses

. ,.

per minute which is the focus of this question and percent duration of \
\

4P .
4

\\

the responses. Table 8 presents the source table for bothOresponses per-

minute on Critical 1 and II level questions and percent of ti

Critical I and illevel questions.' A significance level of..05' was.

Mound between groups on Critical .I1 responses (combining all measuebment

( pOriods) and for trials or .multiple measurement forboth.CrVtical I and



Table 8. Multivariate Analysis of Variance of Student Response
Participation per Minute and.. Percent of Time Duration
for Critical I and-Critical 11 Questions.

(Experimental n m 32; Control n 28)

66

t

Source

(Group)

Critical I response/minute
Critical 11 response/minute
Critical I percent of time
Critical 11 percent of time

Error
j -Critical, response/minute
; Critical II response/minute

Critical I percent of time
Critical II percent of time

V (Trials)
Critical I response/minute
Critical II response/minute
Critkcal- I percent of time
Critical II percent of time

Error
Critical 1 response/minute
Critical 11 response/minute
Critical I percent of time
Critical 11 percent Of time

o(T) X (G Group).

Critical I -response/minute
Critical II response/minute.
Critical 1 percent of time
Critical II percent of time

Error
Critical I response/minute
Crrtical II response/minute
Critical I percent of time'
Critical II percent of time

df MS 1.
44.

1

1

1

1

..09

.13 .

, .77.

.75

, 2.65
13.41*

. -2.07

8.6.1* lig

56 .04

56 ' .01

56 .04

56. .01

.

2 8.88 4.36*
2 16.55 8.12*
2 1.89 .93

1. 2 10.78 .5.30*

55

55 .01
10,

55 .02

55 .01

2 .59 .29 ,

2 7.11 3.49*
2 1.95 .96

2 6.00 2.95

55 ! .01

55 .01

55 .02

'' 55 .01

*p <.05

.
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Critical II questions (Combining both groups- together) However, the

answer to the question is reflected in the interaction between trials
/11.4hp

and groups. There is aidifference between measurement periods (after

training) between the tim groups on the'number of Critical it responses

per minute-for the experimental group. Table 9 lists the means and

standard deviations and Table 10 lists the results of the subsequent

Tukey,post hoc test. It was Rbserved that at the .05 level: (1) there

was no significant difference between the groups at the pretest level

_ on Critical II level questions; (2) there was no ignificant difference

across measurements for.the control group on the responses per minute

446 on Critical II level questions; (3) there"was a significant difference

m

for the experimental grOupjrom pre to posttesting in terms of response

per minute on. Critical II level questions; (4) there was no significant

difference for the experimental group between post and maintenance test-
.

"\

ing; and (5) there was significance between pre and maintenance.testing

on the type of answers given in terms of response per minute oh

Critical II' level questions. For example, the experimental group of

students prior to training was responding with two-fifths of one Criti-

call! level response in 211Alinutes; after training the experimental

group was responding with Criticalgkidanswers one and one-half times in

20.minutes; at maintenance Critical.II answers equalled two and one-half
..,..

times in 20 minutes. Before training the control group gave one-fifth

of a Critical- II respOnse in 20 minutes. At posttesting they produaed

three - fifths of a Critical II response in that period.. At maintenance.

'two-fifths of 144itical II response in 20 minutes was noted. These
O

changes are slight and represent no statistical difference.



Table 9. Pre, Post, and Maintenance Testing on Critical 1 and Criticalll Responses
per Minute for the Experimental and Control Students

CritiCal I

ih

Experimental Students.
(n 32)

Mean

Standard Deviation

4

Control Students
(T1 48..28)

.--,

Mean .10 .14'-'. .11 .01
',... ,u

. .

Stindar0 Deylation .09 .14 :10- ' %02

Pre Post Maintenance' Pre

.13 .20

.1.7 .19 .11 :04

.15 .02

A

Criticai II

Polit Maintenance
yi

.08

.10,

.12

15

.03 .02

A .04-
1:.

.1

83.
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Table 10. Percent Duration--Summary of Analysis of Variance

Mt4n

Group

Error

Trials

Error

. Trials X Group

Error

,df MS

-1

1

5303.5
1.

13.19

222.02-

55

I, 0

4

.46 NS

57' 24.11

. 2 4.75 c .48 NS/.

114 6.5

2 '1°2.22 .34 .71 NS

114 '6.5

The group of students whose teachers received question strategy

instruction was able to increase thd number of responses per minute

with Critical II level questions (k .12) compered to the. control group

of students whose teachers had no training (i' .02) as shown in

Figure 4.

Question 3 .

1

Drd the group'of students whose teachers received question

gtr'itegy instruction spend prOportionally.more observation time giving

Critical and CrtNcal II lave.' answers during the post!and mainten-

anie testing than the group of students whose teachers did not receive

such qbestion strategy instruction?

Referring back to Table 9, there was no significant difference:

on the group, by trials interaction for percent duioetion of ,either



a

. 12,

. a5

.08

.07

.o6

.05

.03

.02

.01

Critical II

4.5

r
Pre

Al Experimental.

A2 Control

Poste

.

Maintenance

\ .

Figure 4.. Stuent Responses to Critical 11 Quesiors

a

a
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Critical I or Critical II level questions. Although the treatment group

gave more respOnses'per minute at the Critical Wlevel.during.post and

maintenance resting, it did not take tt.iem total time to answer

these questions.

Question 4

Did the group of students whose teachers received question ,

strategy instruction sped proportion Ily more observation time in

discussion participation activities du ing.post acid maintenance testing

than the group of students whose teache did not receive such question

strategy instruction?

It wap hypothesized that as the st\ents began to ask qutstions

and as they answered higher level questions with more than-/One word\re-

sponses, the amount of tote) participation time would Increase relative

to the total obtervationotime. Table 10 presents the analysis of
4
varl-

O

ante with 2.(treatments) by 2 (triasmeasurement periods) measuring

percentage of student talk time during the observation time periods.

No significant differences were noted between the experimental and.con-

irol groups in participation tinier

Question 5

Dici the group of students whose teachers received question

;

Iktiategy instruction correctly label .More questions on the written test

at. pOst and maintenancelesting thn the group of students whose teach- .

ers did not receive such question strategy instruction?

0

the answers to this qu'estion are presented in Ible 110'and

discussed with Queitions 6 and 7 below.
4

86.

0
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Table 11% Multivariate Analysis of Variplce of Written
Test Responses (Experimental n 32; Control n 28)

Source df MS

III(Group)

Label

Comp
Quest

1

1

/.05.

30.67
1.18

-

Error

Label 57 6.10
Comp 57 7.66
Quest 57 . 4.01

T (Trials)

Label 2 11.98
Comp 2 1.15

Quest 2 19.67

T X G (Gr up

Label' 1.61

Comp .38 .

Quest '3.09

1 Label '.. 56 2.72

Comp . .56 '3.38

Quest - SV 56 ,1.66

.0

::::::::

.34

4.00*

.29

O

5.88*

.56

9.66*

.79

.19

1.52

*p <.05..

0 '



O Question 6

. Did the group of students whose teacheisreceived question

73

strategy instruction cori1ctly answer more written comprehension ques-

tions at post and maintenance testing than the group of students whose'

teachers did not receive such question strategy instruction?

Question 7

Did the group of students whose teachers received question,

strategy-instrixtrOh gineraiq,more appropriate questions based on n-a

criterion during post and maintenance testing than the group of' stu-

dents whose teachers did not receive such question strategy instruc-

tion?

Questions 5, 6, and 7 are answered with 2' (groups) by 3 (trials)
. 1? 4

,

mea ured 3 different dependent variables in a MANOVA. Table 11 shows

'31
that there was no intensiction between trials and groups on any of these

lb

three'components of the-comprehension tests. The experime tal group of."

students did not correctly label more questions on the writ en test,

.nor did they correctly lnswer more written comprehension questions.

They-e4d not generateoore appropriate questions than the Students in

the,control group. Becaus!of thilps et' ;post hoc. tests' were 'conducted.
.

In labeling there were sig t ant differences actloss trials

7

(groups are put together). 10 answering comprehensidn questions, there

were significant differences between the groups but all trials were put

together. The effects of the training cannot be determined. In genet--

sting questionv,' there was a significant difference across trials, 'but
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M groups Wded'to fhWdlfference. There Wa,s ng interaction of groups,

. by trials with the wiltteif comprehension tests.

Iiiterscorer Reliability

The two instruments used in the-storing system were TICOR and

the written comprehension tests: The,use of a second rater was neces-

.

sary to ettablish the reliability of- the scoring system. The. qualifi-,

cation and procedure for training the second rater*,hai been discussed

in the-Methods chapter.

One-sixth of aWTICOrtapes:Wererandomly chosen from each
.

.measurement period (10 tapes per period). They were transcribed 804:'.

,. , .4
coded by both the trained observer and the researcher,. ,

The proportion of agreement wes computed using the formula:

'number of agreemen"6.
number of agreements +nulliber of disagreements

The results are reported in Table 12.

(B1 jou 'et al . ," 1969)
.

Table Re41,Jability on TICOR Data
a

Experimental Group

4
Control Group

.94

.90

76

.77'

89

.1

-;;

. 4.

4



The mean rellabil itY for.:bothitudent and teacher data i s re-

porited . : This high rel,fabi 1 i*/ is conideOed .acceptable `and commendalle

with this type of eduqation11,k data. The ,major discrepancies In the..

.::. - ...

teacher data are based on a difference between-raters of literal level
,

quesjions and-rel*ted,omplents made .by the:tiachersi Many times a
.

teacher would make tatemehOlind, then 'add a rhetorical question. For
. ..

example, fiachirr% "That dog Kat really cute wasn't ,he?."
. . -. ,. :_.. ",

A yes/0 question was alWay4, coded; as aol iteral level question.
......, . .

Only I f. there _was a .verbal tg.:the...above statement/queit ;Orr,
.... 1. , .

4 .

..': s t

tile researther,.woUld code ii as .a..CoMment% --This:.e equi red listening to
it .,

.. .

the very, enct, of the iteqenietit belOie the, appropriate motlitier was pushed

on- TICOR... The researcaer becathe!'verys fain) 1 iar with the style of each.

''.'teacher as well 1 als,:waitidg. that extra besfore making the decision.

-The inetrater often woUld code/ beforp listening to the_.answer which
..-.

. 1.`rollowed.-
-

The ,mean; re Pleb i 1 i tY *dr. written' 'comprehension tests. was coma

YOUted using' tte same. formula:..as TICOR scores.:and is :reported I n Table 13.

One-fburth. of ill.. the student tests were randomly selected and scored by

botA.the-researcher and mho second rater.
4 . _

! . utfit;.
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This high reliability-is very good and consistent with educational

standards.

.Summdry

This results section was based on seven questions concerning

this study. .Three MANOVAs '(riultivariate analysis'of variance) and one

ANOVA (andlysit of variance) Were conducteddOn thedata collected by

TICOR and the'written comprehension. tests.

Because allOf the questions were asked in terms of two treat-.

merit groups and based on a repeated measure design,'the interaction'

effect 'of groups by trials is the focus of this research...
-

In two areas this interactiom was found: Based on post hoc'

tests it was determined that at the .05 level: (1) the experimental

group teathert were asking sign'i'ficantly more Critical II level ,ques-

tibhs at posttesting (after treatment) than were the control group

teachers; and (2) the.students in the experimental groups were respon-

ding with more Critical II answers during posttesting and maintenance

than. werelthe control group of students.

o.

a a.

There were no significant-differenCes found betWeen groups

acati trials in: (1) percent duration oftesponding to Critical 1 and

ti
II question (2) percent duration in totAt";":student participation time;

and (3) all three written comprehension test's.

1

r"-
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CHAPTER 52

SUMMARY, DISCUSSIONAND IMPLICATIONS

This final, chapter presents a summary of this study followed by

the.discussion, educational Implications-, and impltcations for further

research.

P

Summary

Learning disable4, children have been described al "inactive"

9' learhers (TOrgeseh, 1977). As Torgesen Coriffasts'Ahe a tive learner
. .

a

with the inactive learner, he suggests that tht active learner has a

o 1

general cognitive awareness and a purposive goal directed-Res5. This

r1"purposive goal directedne-44ss4 deal% with Torgesen's basic tenet that
. 'a -

learning disabled children .do not realize that they should think of and

use task appropriate strategie's to aid their own learning.

..1

The, active learner s'goal'directedness is, reflected .1

-4-

motivation (Wong, 19 0). As Wong ahalyzes Torgesen's view, she states

that the lotivation ( f the active learner) is characterize4by.an in-

tent to leirn that ensiiircs sustained and organized efforts at learning..

This Intent to.iearn leads to.a plan of action finally yielding effi-

cant purposive learning. This active learner seems also aware of_ the
,

task-demands which facilitate the ability to plan.

A question which has not been answered in preyious re earch is:.

how can the leer inng disabled.student become activated thus be oming on
. I
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ecive.particIpant in t.e learning process? It is important to investi-

gate Ppecific.ways in which thiP characteristic of Inactivity is ad-
-

versely affecting lear,ing disabled students.

1°
Kirk and Elkins (1975). found that a predominate focus across

the country in the remedial efforts of 21 model demonstration nters

for learningdisabled students was in the area of reading. A out two-

thirds of the remedial emphasis was in reading.

Reading-invp4ves,two basic processes: decpcling,and rehen-

sion.. Decoding,skills enable the learner to pronounce wordS correctly.

Comprehension enables the learneteto take meaningifrom what 15 writtep.

Although L.D. students,haye diffrculty in learning to "break

the code" Or learning to decode words, comprehension seems to be more

complex and intolves more students, Lerner (1971, p. 294).stated:

related.to comprehension,affectmany more
children than disabilities in decoding. Because of this,
the goal has been to identify a reading strategy that could:
(1). improye.reading comprehension; (2) aid'teachers ."

volVing their stUpentp:in the learning process; (3) help

students focus thir attention and organize information they
PO to learn. ;.

\. A major strategy that both focuses attention and demands that

the child become ittolved in organizing and settingup the learning

environment is the questioning skill oristrategy. The purpose of this

investigation was to study the effects of questionia, strategy instruc-
,

tion'on the active. tnvolvemeni and dlicussron part ipation of learning

disabled students, and on their reading -comprehension.. The study,
.

sougin
).
terdetermine if training teach 5p to ask higher'level queis

. .
tions

.,

would produce increased participation r.greater involvement

4

reading and learning process.
'gees.
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Subjects

. 2

Part I teacher Training Component. Twenty randomly selected

i 0
79

resource teachers employed by a large urban southwestern school district

were selected to participate in this study. These teachers were con-
*

tatted to see if they.had at least three learning disabled students who

were in the fifth or sixth grade and who met the specific student cri

teria.

Each teacher was contact by the researcher and asked if he/she

would be willing to participate in a study dealing with reading compre-

hension. Teachers were contacted until there was enough for 10 in each

group. The experimental group Al wai told of the observation procedure

and the Ave weekend workshops and the specific dates involved. The

control group A2 was told of the observation procedure'and the one-day

inservice that was provided after the completion of the data collection.

Part II Student Component. The student subjects were 68 learn-

ing disabled students attending the same urban southwest school dis-

trict. The -Criteria used to select the student population were as

follows: (1) learning disabled students of the random) selecte4dre-

r"\..
source teachers who had agreed-to participate in 'the stu y. These stu-

dents had been designated as learning disabled students based on

PL 94-142 and the tcWOol district's criteria; (2) fifth or sixth graders;

(3) identified as Keying reading difficulties stated by teacher, on

the IEP; (4) reading.oh at least a third de level as_measured b

standardized individually administered reading to t.

4.*

1
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Materials and Instrumentation

Materials included: narrative stories, written; n a,third grade

level; TICOR,.Time Interval Categorical Observation Recorder, a micro-

computer with Aypewriter-like keyboard; tape recorder; and written

comprehension-Osts.

.P rocedures

. A.11 teachers and students were.aises'sed"during three ,different

measuraMent periods. A measurement period (pre, post, maintenance) con-

sisted of five days. The first-three days the researcher would observe

the verbal interaction between iccher and students during a,discussion

following the reading of 'a story. The fourth day the students were

asked to 'read.a story, answer the comprehension questions and label what

type ofsquestion each was. The fifth day, students read a story and

4

made up questions based on specifivriteria. TO experimental teach-

eri Al were trained in five weekend, workshops. covering: (1) Bloom's
-4

taxonomy; (2). six phase strategy where the student beco s the discus -,'

lion leader; (3) specific strategy involving students ask g the ques-
,

tions; (4) Taba'.s level of questions adapted to the narrative story;

(5) acquisition and generalization of learning`--strategies. The control

group A2 received no tN;ing.

A
Scoring the Data

TICOR was used to record the interaction between the teacher and

.students, TICOR measured: (1) level of qipstions asked; (2)-nUmber of

responses per minute. based. the length of the observation time; (3)
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percent duration of'each student in relationship to total observation

t$me; (4) percent duratidn for each level of cuestion-answered. ,

I

Comprehension tests were scored. Each portion was graded

separately: (1).4nswering the ten comprehension questions; (2) label-

. .ing each question; (3) generating six comprehension questions, two in

eaahspecifjc category.

Results

11

A significant interaction between groups.by trials occurred.

The experimental lrOup.of teachers Al asked'significantly more

Critical II level questions than did the conty-ot\group of teachers A2.

The students In the experimental group Al answered-more Critical II

level questions than did the control group. There was no significant

difference in either of the duration-of participation measurements..

There was no'significant difference with the interaction of groups by

trials in the different components of the written comprehension tests.

Discussion
roele

/ Six major conclusions of this study are discussed in thii

section: (1) a relationship exists between teacher queStions and stu-
.

dent responses; (2) teachers can modify their level of asking questiont;

(3) learnin9 disabled7students have difficulty deVeloping writtem coth-,

prehension skills without direct instruction; 4) teachers'aan be in-

4trumentel.in shifting the leadership roles of the teachers and the

students; (5) enthusiasm is.caughe'not taught; (0) TesOurce teachers

can become catalysts for totitstaff involvement and studentactivatipn.
I

The first three findings are directiy4aken from the statistical
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alga ly.ses of the study: The last three conclu ons are indirectly ,based

on the study and from obse,rvatroni throughout the study. .As each of

these areas is discussed, it is suggested that the reader note'the role
AP

of the teacher.

There is a relationship between questions asked by thenteachers

and responsplgivep by the students. In this study, when teachers in

(4

the-Ixperimental-group asked more ques.tions requiring synthesis and

evaluation (Critical II) think.ing, students responded more often at. the

same cognitive level requiring the use bf Critical II answers.. CHO-,

cal II, synthesis and evaluation questions, require the highest cogni7

tive level of thinking (Bloom, 1956). The question "Why didn't the

Critical I level questions alo rise at a significant level?" may be

gked, especially because, according to Mom, those--4eurdlia4A14,are at

an easierlevel. There are two possible reasons:

'11. The critical thinking six-phase strategy presented.. by Rossi

(see Appendix J) emphasizett a procedure that aviced the students

tfo. labe kind-of questions had been asked, In the study

this type of question was scored as Critical II level because

the students had to employ evaluative criteria that -they
hai

d

learned from'the Rossi strategyu The students were usually

then aiked.to prove or Justify the label given to the questions.
.

, This also was scoredAs Criti.caly level questions and answers.

4s the teachers used this strategy, enthusiasm for the use of

Ihe.strategbcased as the teachers saw their students become

actively involved ip this.activity.' The Strategy caused the.

teachers to focus on Critical II cognitive level of questronin0.

1

L
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With more time spent on Critical II questions, there was less

83

time for ocher level$.

2. Critical I (comprehension-interpretation, appli,cation,and analy-

sis) 4uestions seemed to be more 4ifficult for the teachers W.

develoVp than Critical II questions. The diffi.dulty may be due

to the fact that in developing Critical I qut(tions, 'the infer-

ence,,relationships or prediction must be made by.the tea her'

,

before the. question can be constructed, e.g., !Used on what you
.

have read, how do we know the coyote was smart?" The teacher

Must be certain Nit this. story gives enough clues arid hints to

answer this question before the can ask it Also, the range of

possible answers muft be.surveyed in the teacher's mind. How-

ever, Bloom's taxonomy does seem appropriate when looking at the

process of answering quesrtions. Because the hints are in the

story, it is assumed'that this information is text implicit and

epster to extract than Critical II.question whey a range of

answers is possible and no one answer is solely correct. Thus,

Critical II level questions ask the reader to go beyond, the
k

text, while'Critical (_questions draw from text-based informa-

tion'.. This explanation may show why Critical II questions for

the experimental groups of teachers and students increased per

Minute frorg pretest to vOsttest,' but Critical I questions and-

answers did not.

0

The second major.conclusion is that teachers can be taught to

. ask higher level questions. Research ci.t.21')earlierlin this study

a

V
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(Gall, 1970; Guszak, 1972) indicates that 59 to 70 percent of all the

qrstions asked in the classroom*e.littera4 level questionsNjt has
4 . '

beenAemonstrated that Xeachers
v
can be taught strategies to increase

the cognitive level of their questi6ns. Because of tge relationship
11,

between teacher,questions and student answers, it is hypothesized that

inservice and short workshops have the potential of raising the thinking

level Of learning disabled students. If the foregoing is true, the

quality of such inservice becomes an issue.

. Joyce and Showers (1980) set up criteria for inservice by first

identifying four levels of impact on teachers from invervice: aware-
.

ness, concepts and organized knowledge, principles and skills, and ap-

plication and problem solving. "Only, after this fourth level has been . .

reached can we ,expect impact on the' educatiori of children" (Joyce qnd.

Showers, 1980, p. 385).

Fufther definition of this concept 15 found in the major compo-

nents of training suggested by Joyce and Showers which have similar

characteristics' to the experimental treatment used with group Al in

this study: (1) presentation of theory or description of skills and '

strategy; (2) modeling or demonstration; (3) practice in simulated and

regular tlassroom settings; (4) structured and open-ended feedback

(5) coaching for application.

Each of the five workshops-wasorganized to address these

components; the Friday night was used to present an overview of the

session, basic theory and presentation of the basic elements of the

weekend's content. The first hour on Saturday involved feedback (hand-

ingback assignments) and disiussion of any problems concerning the

99
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prtvious week's assignment. The rest of Saturday 'was spent in modeling

or demonstrating a questioning technique.with simulated practice...

Coaching occurred as a result of' feedbatk to the experimental groUp'on

assignments and at the times of elassrooM'observation. The components

of the training sessions offer a possible explanation-of the success in

.'

modifying teachers' quesCtioning behaviors found'in this study.

The'third conclusion is based on the fact Ahere were no signifi-

cant differences in performanceon the mritten comprehension tests taken.

by students pre and post treatment and one month later. 'This study em-

phasized oral discusgion and the strategies used to involve students in

discussion participatioh, not in written responses. The research con-

.

cerning the inactive learner indicates that earning disabled students

do not pick up incidental strategies on their own. In the strateiies

taught, no attention was placed on the use of written language. The

learning disabled students did not improve in answering.written compre--

hension questions, labeli;g those questions and generating questions of

similar types. it seems probable that these students did not develop

the written language skills necessary for Success on the written com-'

prehension tests because they did not transfer those strategies learned

in the oral discussion format. Had the comprehension tasks been admin-

istered orally, students may ha .been able to answer these questions

satisfactorily.

The fourth conclusion ba4'ed indirectly.on this study and on

observatioris throughout the study is that tea hers can be instrumental

in shifting Ahe roles of-the students and thetefcher. Ph a classroom
ti

VI

atmosphere, teachers are traditionally viewed "as: (1) summarizing or

0.

Y.
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restating student comments &Olin discussions; 2) asking questions-to

maintain discipline, check attention, and evaluate student comprehen-..

sion; (3). being the authority; (4) knowing a)1 the right answers; and.

(5) keeping control. by Dutlining.the rules and consequences.

For the teachers to break away from this behavior pattern, after

much modeling, the teacher must make a conscious decision to: (1) en-

s

courage students to ask questions, no question being labeled inappropri-
4

ate or foolish; (2) allow the students the opportuni-ty.to ummarize each

;others' comments, trying not to repeat student answers; .(3) let the stu-

dents probtem solve and come up with the answers, seldom offering an

opinion or judgement; (4) share the leadership role; and .(5) involve the

students,in outlining the class rules,and resulting corisequenaes.

The.third phase of Rossi's.critical thinking'technique

the student 'o become the.dkcussion leader-. The phase encourages stu-

dents,to listener to each other, begin to justify and teWst their own

thinking and to realize that the teacher is no longer the authority.

The students begin to talk to each other with respect and interest;

leadership qualities begin to develop. This technique is a way 491

switch he roles of student and teacher. This change will not occur

overnight. At first the sessions may be somewhat automatic as student

leaders try to fql low models established by the teachers. At first

this,discusslon process is"the important focus. Later accuracy, as
1

determi the students, becomesthe focus. Teachers may nee') to do

edditional modeling periodically,

it This study demonstrated that teachers were able to shal4 the

leadershLp role and four of, the ten experimental teaZhers were able *to
.r

Orl
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turn over the entire/discussion,pefiod. The focus of the classroom was

no longer on the teacher, but she was responsible for making the switch

to student directed involvement.
.

The f4fth conclusion is based on the old saying, "Enthusiasm is

caught and not taught." Throughout the study, session after session,

the truth of this statement was demonstrated. If the teacher would'say:

"This is a terrif)c story, I know you will like it," "This story reminds

me of another story that we've, read," This story is really strange, I'm

not sure if I believe it really happened; you read it and tell' me what

you think," "Have fun with this one," stwdents would come alive as they

started to-read. This is part of a purpose setting technique used b

fore reading, that enhances comprehension and helps to focus student

attention on the important components of the story. If the teachers

enjoyed, re-reading the story while the students were reading, as opposed

to checking papers, the students tknew the teacher Was interested in the

Story. If teachers had good eye contict with the students during the

discuss -ion and literally sat on theedge of their seats and listened to

what each student. aid, the students felt that the discussion was impor

. tant.

e students viewed the "teacher-less-discussion" phase !A

Rossi' technique as a time when their ideas-were important and enOv-
..-

. .

'sias 'was high. For example, one boy had been ill and still had a

fight fever, but 11e insisted that his mother bring him to schobl
411100

_during the resource hpur because he did not want to miss his turn as

discussion leader. No one can teach a sludent to be excited or enthu-

siastic about the reading or thinking process, but if the teacher sets

.0
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the stage, laughsobr cries with the class at a story, and respeOis

"their'reaction, the enthusiasm is shared.
1 ,

4.

4

The sixth conclusion is that resource teachers can become Cate-
.

lysts for total staff development, staff involvement, and` atctiva-
.

tion. Many of the experimental teachers asked principals, parents, And 16:

counselors to come in and watch some of the strategies being used.

Students went back to the classroom and explained what they were able

to. do. Parents verbalized,tothe teachers ,that their child now loved

reading. Seven different inservice workshops have been planned by the

experimental group ofteacherS, six of them.on a building lever, and one'

by the teachers in the pilor-study on a district level. After the one-
.

day inservice, one additional control group teacher got in touch .with

1 .

the researcher and viewed many of the vitleotapes of the various weekends
.

and is planning to present a two-day workshop fOr her teachers.. 4in

.vOlving learning disabled student in 'reading compi-e'hens"ion is not just.

a resource room goal, it should be a schoOl-wtde.objective for all stu-

dents. These teachers feel prepared and able to share what they have _

D

learned with their peers and their _students.

Each of these conclusions emphasizes.,the importance of the

teacher; teachers' highDilevel questions; yield higher level student

responses. Teachers can change.. Ordct .tnigtruction by the teacher is

vital for the .inaetive learner.:Teachbrs establish: an appropriate cti-
, .

mate for student invplvemeni, Tea6hertrenthuslaso 1-.s infectious.

Teachers may become staff tralners and curOculum.developers after

appropriate training and experiences.

103
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-, IX has been found that as. the teacher employed higher level'

questions, students would engage 'in higher cognitive thinking to respond

to. those questions. I t has al so1/4 been demonstrated that well developed

V.

workshop or inservice planning can affect teacher change.. For these

reasons, it is suggested that leachers be provided inservice experiences
'

concerning the levels of thinking and questioning? T4Fhniques in ques-

ttoni,ng should be provided for the purposes of: (1) 'modifying teacher

behrOor; (2) eliciting higher cognitive level responses fromstudents;-::

(3) activating the inactive learner through participation in the .learn-.

ing procest." When workshops are conducted, it is recommended that:the ..,

steps outlined by Joyce and Showers (1980) be used. t

When program ming toteach new learning strategies or specific

skills, it is recommended that the acquisition steps (Deshler, 1983) be

closely followed (see Appendix 14). If a seriesopf tqorktilops or inner-

vice progr'ams are scheduled over an extended peiiod of, time, the acqui-
,

sition steps should be presented 'first. As each of theearning
)

strategies are presented, the teacher' will know how to implement them

systematical ly in the classroom:..

Teachers may be aware of the .research on the lack of incidental

learning" amOng.:the studenit-witn learning problems, but. fail to imple-
. .

meet this knowledge In their 'teaching.-practices.. For this reason, it
4.,

is necessary for teachers .to -examine the objectives of .their lessons

and then teach to accomplish those objective%.
'a

4.
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ImplicaAions for Research

Reseafth implications will be ascussed in two porn: re

.examination of the'data from this study and suggestions for further

research.

Re-examjnation of the Data

Mar additional possibilities exist in re- examining the4data.
.

.

Each of the written comprehension stories and accompanying comprehen -

sion tests needs to be looked at to see if there were any story effects.

The randomization of story presentation for written testing was employed

to control for story eecObut each story at each measurement period

should be statistically examined.
I

A second area in re-analyzing the data Afould address each a.rea.

of the. comprehension tests-. Did the students improve on.any type of.

question asked? In this study the data were not analyzed by level of

question, thus possibl)( obscuring data indicating change at one-of the

.. 0

levels. Upon observation, the studerits seemed to be able to gener4e

fact and opinion questions more easily.. Data on the various types of

I .

questions, generated needs tob be explored more fully.

Further. Retearch

s.

,

.-

if a similar training program were to be adopted, thra basic

components- mighx be

1., Acquisition and generalization stept should be taught-in the

first workshop. AS the teachers were .introduced to 'nee tech-
.

niques, they could in turn teach their students, having in mind

the sequential steps necessary to assure success.
111,
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with answering, and asking guestions'ih written form.

3. AllAO(Werts participating should be' given pre and post reading

'. tests wit a coMpreAension component. Analysis-of high. and

readerik might,be done.

A

91

a

emphsis' stiouldbe placed on direct instruction dealing

The use of expository stgriesTh-ftstlead of narrative is a natural

extensign. Age level; interests and ackgroundoknowledge .may all be .

I

factor's that might be considered and-built igto the design.

Then using two,:/groups, j-t Night be aripropriate to compare the
r.

normal students to learning disabled,student instead of two L.D.-

groups. peshler (1983) has indicated that some tek.niques, like the

research on advance organizers, were helpful or L.D. students but did'

not seem to benefit the regular ttudent very, much.

. Many'strategies have systematic, very structured components.

Learning disabled students who have difficulty organizing may find this'

helpful, 'whereas normal students may 'do certain organizing. natural
,

and additional structuring may not affect their performance.

I

1 .
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APPENDIX ,,A^

TEACHER DATA SHEETS

1. Chronological dge range

, ti-25

36-4o

(

.2. Education

College (2 yearO 1
College (4 years)

B.A. or B.S. + 1-10 hours
B.A. or B.S. + 11-more hours

'

IL

41-45*

46-50

51-55
56,6o

A

Masterl (M.Ed., M.A., M:S.)
Master's .+ 1 -10 hours

Master's + 11-more hours.
----Educatt'onAl Specialiff,

Total years of teaching (excluding student teaching) ;\count this
-year A

7

-3

12

13715

. \

16-18

1'9 -21

22-24

25-27

Number of years n the L.D. Resource RbOM.

NuMber of years teaching in your current district

Salary 's.cale' (this year)

9,999 or below,

$10,000-111;999
1

71f4,000-$15,999 .

$16,000-07,999..

I)

.28-30

31 -33

37+

$18,000 -$19,995.

----$20,000 -$21,999
77--$22,000 -$23,999

--$26,000+

92

107
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Number of reading coluses beyond B.A. or B.S. degree

(approximate hours

Number of inservice hours in reading (in district)

approximate hours'

6. Rate your level: of competency in teaching reading to lea
disabled stilents.

<s

Re

4

4

Strong

ti

S
I.

2

4

:Weak

93
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APPENDIX Br'''

DISTRICT PLACEMENT.GUIDELINeS

, s,

Definitions; Federal anti State

"Specific learping%slisa6ility: means a disorder in one or more
of the basic psychological, processes involyed in understandiAg.or in
using language, spoken or written,'whIch may manifest itself in an im-
perfect ability to 1'i step, think, speak, read, write, siSell:Or 'do

mathematical calculation! (U.S.O.E., 1977). 'The term'doev not.include
children who, are havim.learning probems whiclvare prOnarily the 're-
sult of visual, hearing or motor handicaps; mental retardation or_
environmental, cglitural or economic disadvantage" (State Aevised.
Statutes' 15-1013) .

r

'Criteria
1

1. Discrepancy between intellectual ability and'actual achieve-
ment (performance).

2. Information processing abilities and disabilities.

3. Elimination of exclusionary factors
4. The need for special education services that are required

because the student cannot learn through prdinary methods
of instruction.

Terms. .

Intellectual.ability--student must obtain a global score no more
than two.standard deviations belOw the mean-Oiran individual test of

intelligence.

Discrepancysignificant discrepancy between abili/y and pertiv-

mance must be present. Soule guidelines 'suggest functioning at or below

50% expected achievement level inerelation to ability and age. When

standard scores are used, at least 1 to 1/2 standard devliation from mean

(stanine 2).

Process--basic psychological processes: (a) visual, (b) audi-

tory, (a 65E4, (d). receptive or expressive language, and (e)

sensory Integration.

-.4r. 4 4.

94.
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. .

MICROCOMPUTER APPLICATIONSAN

. INTERACTION ANALYSIS
e , 1

»

flP

Interaction analysis data ale typically coLlectedusing ilaper
and pencil measures. With such measures there sirs considerable-diffi-
culty in identifying the sequential flow Of liehaviors, the.simdftaneous
occurrence of-several behaviors, and the duration of the behaviors. To
overcome theseflproblems,*fhe Timed. Interval CaIegorical Observation
Recorder (Ticoill was developed. The TIM isa portable, battery
powered microcomputer designed to automate the'collecilon of sequential
aQd simultaneoui behavioral observations and their associated durations.
Up to 64 variables may be defined by the researcher (e.g., instructing,
questioning,Apr illustrating) and coded by depressing one of. the 64.
!keys.on theJICOR keyboard. Second and third order modification of
variables are also possible by depressing the two or three keys which
have been previously defined. The data are recorded electronically 9
a microcasittte which is later analyzed by the TICOR Data.Analysis
Computer (DAC) to provide summary reports of the,varlable-frequencies
and durhicins and profiles of sequential,and.simuttaneous'variables.

Advanced interobserver reliability and data analysis" procedures (e.
SPSS) are available. The' microcomputer is programmable in FORTRAN an
has the capability for collecting covert responSes from student response .

pads and analog input from autonomic responses (e.g., heartNate, GSR,
etc:).

The system has been Used dig teacher effectiveness studi9s,
bilingual education studies, mental. health research, and physical .edu-
,cation research.

110
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APPENDIX D

TEST

.Coyote!

Directions: .Read the story. Answer the questions. Then tell what
kind of question is being.asked.

.

1. Whtt do coyotes eat?

2. How 'did Gramp and Jenny know that the coyote was sti alive?.

1. How many baby coyotes did the mother have?
4.'

4: Why do ranchers fear coyotes?

5. What was Gramp and Jenny's special secret?

6. How do you khow that the poison and traps might kill the coyotes?

7. Baby cows are called calves. Baby coyotei are called

8. How do we know this coyote was pretty smart?

9. How do you feel about Gramp going against the wishes of the other
ranchers? And why?

10. What is the name dfthe place where coyotes live?

Look at each question. Write on the life beside each question
whether.the question is fact * F, inferena. I, or opinion * O.

4

96
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Name

APPENDIX E'

QUESTION FORM

School

Story Number

(directions: Read the story. Make up some questions about this story.

Two fact questions:

2. 4

Two infsere:rice questions

Two opinion questilons:

2.

97
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EXperimental

5
10
12

13
14
18

19
20
22
23

Control

1
T 18, 8, 5 10, 12, 17 14, 1, 16

2 17, 12, .1 8, 14, 18 5, 16, 10
3 14, 17, 10 8, 1, 12 16, 18, 5
6 8, 16, 18 1, 12, 14 5, 10, 17
7 . 17, 18, 1 8, 12, 5 10, 14, 16
8 1,'18, 8 .12, 10, 14 5, 17, 16 r\

11 1 8, 12 18, 10, 1 17, 5, 14
17 1 18, 1 16, 10, 12 14, 8, 5
21 1 1, 16. 8, 18, 1.7 12, 10, 5
24 10 5, 1 14, 12, 16 18, 8, 7

. .

. APPENDIX F

RANDOM ORDER OF STORIES USED FOR DISCUSSM

Teacher S

Pre-

1, 14, 16
16, 1, 17
1.8.,, 10, 14.' -

8,5,12
10, 8, 14-

16,, 17, 18
14, 18, 17

5,, 10, .12
16, 8, 5
10, 5, 16

-Post

17, 18, 8
18, 10 , 5
8, 1,.12
1, 17, 16
18, 12

8,..5. 10 .

-5, 16, 12
17, 18,i 8

<1.0, 12, 7
12, 14, 18

'1 .

Ma intenance

12, 5, 10
14, 8, 12

'17, 5, 14.

8,10, 5
17, 16, 1

12, 14, 1

1, 8, 10
ig, 1, 14
18, 14, 1

17, 8,
1
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APPENDIX G

SAMPLE USED FOR INSTRUCTION

IN LABELING QUESTIONS

I

Short. Story: Tom was-gOing.to school. He saw the bus coming and. ran

as fast as he could. ,.But ToM missed the bus! He.got on

the next one. Then Tom dropped.hi,s money. The coins ,

rolled all over: Tom had to.pick,up his money. At last,

he put it all in the fare box. He sat'clown.. He.relaxed
4 1. t and looked out the window. Then Tom got a surprise. He

saw -his-School. Tom had forgotten to, get off,the bus.in
time (World -Book Reading Development Program, 198.) .

Vt

1. .Did Tom miss the bus
....g.___ ,

..

, $ ,

2. What tells ' us that the boy didn't have his milliton what he

was doing?

. Based on what you read, what do ybu think might have
happened before Tom went to school?

A

g. Fact

A fact question can be answered by information that i 'directly

written in the story.

I =inference
. .

An inference question is a thought question that can be
answered by puttjng together clues in the story7-1101e.putting
pieces to a puzzle- together. ,

0 .. ()Onion .

An opinion question is also a thought question bilf.this

question can be answeredby telling what youlhink or how
you feet. There is more than one right answer.

1
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Teacher Numbers
Experimental

5

10

12

.14

18

.19
20

22

23

Control

1

2

3

6

7

8

11

17

21

24

. APPENDWR

STORIES USED FOR ,WRITTEN TESTS 96

Pre. Post i1ntenance

22, 21

9, 21
1 .

3, 15

15, 22 91:1i
15, 22 ° 9:

, . --- 21,A9

3, 15 21, 9 13, 22

13, 9 21:3 , 15, 22

15, 22 9, 21. 13, 3

3, 9 22, 13 21, 15

22, 9 .3, 21- 13, 15

.'21, 3 , 22, 9 15, 13

3, 21 22, 13 '.15, 9

9, 13 13, 15 21, 22

15, 3 22, 13 . 9, 21

13,- 15 '3, 22 21,

21, 9 22, 3 13, 15

15, 3 9, 22 13; 21

3, 15 ,
13, 21 9, 22

13, 21 3, 15 22,.9
22, 15 21, 3 9, 13.

9, 15 21,.13 3; 22

9, 3 21, 22

the'
.

On stories tistbd first in each column, the students were

,, asked to answer comprehension questions and label the type of question

it was. On thestories listed second in eaph.column, students were
asked to generate their own questions. .

100
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APPENDIX I

WORKSHOP I--BLOOM'S TAXONOMY,

A

Presented by Delve DaineS:Brigham YOung University, Provo, Utah

Recognizing Que,tions.at Six Cognitive Levels

Knowledge level questions place emphasis on recall or memory
processes. ResponsA include the recall of: speciific facts, termi-'

nology, trends and methods, specific ideas, principles, theories, and
generalizations.

Comprehension questions focus on the students knowing what is
being expressed in the literal message contained in'a communication.
Responses to such questions include the translation of a message into
another form of communication; an interpretation of interrelationships
among major ideast and the extension of ideas to make an inference or
prediction.

plplication questions focus on having students:'use Previously
acquired knowledge to solve problems in new or unique situations. Part

of the.challenge lies, in the students being able to determine the appro- .

priate process to use. ',Responses.to questiOns at the application level
.require students to use their information and understanding to solve
problems.

Analysis questions emeasize the breaking of gtven information
or materials into their compbTent parts, and focusing an the relation-
shipi between these parts and the total organization. ..Responses to
queslions at the,.analysis level require an analysis of elements or
piarts, the analysis of'relationships, an analysis of arrangements or

.organization, and the determination of 'cause and effect.

Synthesis is the opposite of analysis. .Synthesis,trivolves the
placing.ot parts together to form a wholi, a' combining of parts in

such a way as to form a.pattern not clearly evident before. This tate-

gor'y OrOvides for'di.vergent or creative thinking,,andkstudents are ex:.
pected to work within the limits set by the particular problems or
mwOals. Responses at' the synthesis ,level are explcted to include
the oroductJon of a unique communication, a-productia of a plan, or
proposed set of operations, and the derivation of a set of.abstract

'telatiOns,
1
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Evaluation questions are considered tote the most comOjex Wart
of the taxonomy. The evaluative process may in some situations beta
prelude to seeking-new knowledge, comprehen%ion, application,.a.ne4
analysis or synthesis. Evaluation., to.somedegree, tan.be used., at each
level of intellectual activity. For example, students need to evaluate
the &ffectiveness of his understandings or application, etc. Responses
to evaluation involve the making of judgments about ideas, solutions,
methods; and values. The judgments are to be based either on internal
or external standards (on criteria).

The Affective taxonomy published by Krithwohl and his associates
consists.of five divisions. Since the emphasis of thismorkshokis on
Bloom's'taxiromy of cognitive processes,' the processts.for affettiNe
questions are.condensed into general statements. Teacher;:s utingoffeC-.

tiVe questions elidit responsei from students that relate tko sate form
1\of their value system. 'yin affective taxonomy', or classifi Istion system,,

is used to deal with quettions about interests', appreciatio s, atti- .

tudes andrvalues. All levels.of an effective system have a cognitive
component, and the cognitive categories contain affective components.
Affective questions should be present in oral. and written dialogue,
although not all divisions need to be utilized in any. particular lesson?.

Definitions taken from Del.va Daines, Reading in the Content Areas:
,Strategies for Teachers. Glenview, Illinois: 5cott oresinan and

:Company, 1962.

It is easier to.recognize questions when they are grouped,
according to particular categories than when.questions at various cogni-
tive levels are intermixed. Read the following questions, identify the
cognitive levels and record the'reasons for your decisions (judgment).

1. Where did Amelia's parents spend the afternoon?

2. Determine the unknown ingredient used in the compound.

3: Draw a picture of John's make believe playmate as described by the
author.

4

4. Read this editorial and identify -the views with which you agree.

5. Defend the conclusions Ben made about Jack.

6. Examine the city map and determine where-trecommend the Vocation
,

.

ir !

of the next -playground.:

7:' Write a sketch of the heroine's father,

8. petermine what caused Ben to have'such bitter feelings about Josh.

9. List the procedures to follow in writing a mosaic poem;



e# Explicating Patterns. of Organization_
1

Patterns of organization in. Written materials are used to help
writers communicate their thoughts in print, and to assist readers .com-
prebend, analyze, and resat] textual information. Knowing the structure
of connected discourse-serves as a guide to help students deal with. the
information before they are required to utilize it in answering ques-
tions. A few of the patterns of organization are shown below,,.

1. Arrangement/Sequence: This pattern requires a reader to place
a logical arrangement and sequence.

1

Example: 4nn was well liked by her peits, and she volunteered,to
participate and assist others in many activities. Her
teacher gave Ann a recommendation to serve.as a tutor for
some of her qlassmates. Ann' never missed school/Punless 4
she was ill. She was a high achieving student.

103

These ideas could be placed in the following order:

1. Ann was a high achieving student.
2. Ann never missed school unless she was
3. Ann was well liked by her peers.
4. She volunteered to participate and assist others

in manyactivities. .

5. Her teacher gave Ann a recommendationlodperve as
a tutor for" some'of her classmates.

2. Cause/Effect: ThiS.pattern links at least two reasons with conse-.
quence or results.. This is avraction and a. result from that action.

Example: Because the lake flooded the fie Ws the crops were
planted late in the season:

1. Compare/Contrapt: These patterns make evident the apparent like-
nesses and differences between _two or more things..

Eximple: The robin is classified as a diurnal anima ; however,
the bat is a nocturnal animal.

V - .

4. Time Qrder: This patt rn stiows a sequential relationship between
ideas or events over a assage of time.

Example: John and Miry moved welt to homestead .a large ranch.
First they planted cro, and now they are erecting
fences around the ranch.

5, Problem Solving:, This pattern is' emplified by an interaction.
between at feast two factors. dine' factor Otes a problem, and
another factor Suggests a potentiil answer to the problem.
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Example: The plants were not growing well. Therefore, the soil
was analyzed,. and then the needed minerals were added

. to the soil. The plants are now maturing and showing a
healthy color. .

;..
6. Simple Listing: This pattern. consists of a listing of ideas, items

or events. The' order of what: is- listed is not considered sign' fi-

cant. -

Ar

Example: Before the Rdland family:went on a picnic, they loaded
food, chairs, sweaters, balls, and finilly some-fishing
equipment in their car.

Key or signal, words help students recognize the above listed pat-
terns. Sample words are:

Arrangement /Sequence: order, first, second, next, last.
Cause /Effect: because., consequently, sincee therefore.
Compare /Contra, t: as weil as, but, however, not only, unless.
Time (date)':(date after,, as before, not long after, now, when.'
PrOblem Sol.v.ing: because, conseqbently, therefore.
Simple'Listing: before, begin with, finally, next, secondly.

Ways to .teach patterns of rganization in ,materials are:

'1. Modeling the ideas by the teacher before students-are expected
to recognize them.

2. ...Teaching students about the patterns before they ute them in
assignments.

4,

3. Practice in using the information under a teacher'4,. guidance.

Teaching children some basic elements about literature is another
,,,,factor in'assisting them to answer higher level questions. A few of
these many elements are:

1. Setting: types and functions

2. Character: appearance, speeiti, actions, comments by others,
stereotypes, dynamics, etc.

3. Plot: chronological order, flashback, 'conflict' against self,

others, society,-and niture, patterns of cl-imax

14 Style: writing through imagery, figurative language, simile,
personification, connotation, cadence, humor, motif

5. Tone,: author's feelings about subjects and reade.rs
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ExPlrtating Lei'vels of Comprehension

105

. -When' students encounter difficulty answering questions, it may .

belthat they need'to'-be taught how-to analyze the quest i.on to' answer it.
Pearson and Johnson (1978) .suggest a.procedure to follow i-n. teaching
levels of comprehension- to helpstudenOs ainsweequestlons and recall..'
information from,4ext.materiaiS1 'The following Question-Answer Rela-
Itionship.JOR) IS a question- answer strategy for students. When teach-
ing QAR the teacher. should provide students with immediate feedback,

'iet students progress from using group to independent activities, and
provide progression from working with single tasks to. more difficult
tasks.- .

ill

Levels of Comprehension-
s-

F

I. Textually enolici: The answer to the question is taken directly.
from the text. Students can point to and
read the' answer as sstated"by the author.

Sample question: "What was Joan riding?1,
Sample answer: "Joan-was riding her brother's bicycle

. .1
2. Textually implicit: The answer to this type of tluestion is of

as obvious as a teXtually explicit question.
However, the answer will. be derived from the "G

text. After students. read facts from a pas-,
, sage an -inference, based on the facts, is uv

? made.
SamOle question: "Why did Joan have the problems riding her

brother's bicycle?"
Sample,answer: "She zigzagged down the street," arti "Her

feet Just barely reached the pedals." 4

3.. Experientially- based: An answer to this type of question is derived
from a student's existing schemata. An in-
ference is made that is based on their pre-
vious knowledge and experiences. The
information is relevant to the passage but -

does not appear. in ix. Divergence in student
answers ould be expected.

Sample question: "Why-did Josh find herself on the ground?"
Sample answer: Student might assume-from their experience'

that riding.a fifiycle necessitates matuain-',
ing balance.

.

Textual ly implicit,comprehention requires some thought on the

orauthor,
of the students. The answers are not explicitly stated by the

a but the answer is derived from the language of the text. There
are.no obvious clues in the passage and students have to infer what was
meant by the author. The'less the text provides cues, the more students
rely on their experiential. background.
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.,Experilotially based comprehension necessitates that when a
questiory'is asked the'answer'is derived from prevLous knowledge. The
-answer .is:nordifectly deriVed-froM.the reading test. It goes beyond-

rehOng between the.lines, and inferences are drawn from previous
. knowledge,:

12.1

a

1'
,.

ft
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APPENDIX J

I.

WORKSMOP2-'-QUESTION STRATEGY.

oster'City,Reading Institute,. Foster City,Presented by Joan Rossi",
California- .

Question)ngceadri.tidip A Device for
Developing Crititarhinking Skills

. .

Phase I: Introduction to QuestIoning--FaCt, Thought 0 inion

Much use has been made of taxonomies; howeVere'very often ey have belen,

the toot of the teachers, many of whom feel lelost comfortable approaching
quAtions deductively.. With the current _goal of the development of in-
dependent thinki T-end problem solving, we feel that. students attain this
goal by being i volved at the ground level. This calls for an inductive
approach. ..;.

4 ' .

During Phase I, efferentiating among the three levels of questions, we
e

recommend the use of familiar fairy tales in ordqr to remove the reading
variable and focagion the process. )14g advise starting with a small

group, not more than ten. 04
-110100"

Steps .

1. Choose a_fairy talee.g., "Cinderella" and read it to the.
group

4 2. Askfor questions centered arouncLthe.fairy tale, .for example:
What did Cinderella lose as she ran from the ballroom?
Why did the step-mother and step-sisters lock Cinderella in

4'

her room when they tried on the slipper?..
"What do-you think happened to her.step-motherand step-sisters

) after Cinderella got married?
3. a, Ask students which questions could answered directly by

Using the story.'
b., Ask which ones must,be answered by putting.facts _together

and coming up-with a conclusion. .

c. Ask which questjons require stepping out, of'the ktory and
'drawing one's own con4lusions.
(a) fact (di rectly written)
(b) thought retrace)
(c) opinion (brainstdrM)

107
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4. -Ailt studentsto suggest libels for .each Category.: Discuss and
modify caotegoryiabels. -Apre-activi*.is to ask students to
categorize objecti in more than one walrand choose specific
language to label these categories.
Choose another story--e.g., "The Ugly Duckling"-and have the
students read it silently1O themselves. Asic them to "think

write" about4eINN materiall4 dley read. They record what is
;going on in their.head.as they are reading. They want to sa:
%TtUre any :.impressions or-questions that come to mind.

Divide the students into emits and ask them to share their
"think write" responses_and_then find,. or..M010_410.Jw9Amestions .

for each category: Each question should be labelled and handed
in. . .

Phase 11: Teacher Modeling

1. Assign a basal story to one reading group with questions from the
manual. Ask pairs (at their seats) to identify the type of question,
give .the answer, and, put down page add paragraph numbers where
an4wers can be found. (May not have evidence with opinion ques-,

tions.)
2. After the pairs have completed the assignment, meet with the group

in a circle on the floor or at a table to discuss "Group Guide-
lines."

3. ,Lead a discussion asking for the kind of question,each pair decided
upon, referring to their answers as evidence.

4. The group discusses their 1nteraction and sets up goals for future
discussion accordingicinines." Sometimes robe 011aying
the,following types of behavior can be enlightening as well as fun:
dominator-monopolist, hostile-aggressive, silent, playboyrclown.

Thiseprocess may need to be repeated several times using different
stories.to allow students to become proficient in group interaction.

Phase III: Teacher-less Discussion
,

1. _Assign a story'or. short reading in scienceoro-)r social studies.

2.. Individuals respond with think writing. .

4 '3, Ask pairs to share their responses and make up. one question in each
'''' category. .

. i.

4. Ditto. questions- . %.
.

,

5. IndiViduals answer, citing references and labelling questions.

..4. The group meets in the discussion setting and the teacher reviews .,

"G'r'oup. Guidelines" goils'set at .the last discussion..

OM.

4



Teacher Objectives

Students will,not insist on
agreementS in discussion in
the category of opil6ion
questions..

Students will judge the
answer, not the person
responding.

StUdents and leaders will
ask for back-up to answers.

0

Grodp Guidelines

A. We will not label answers
to opinion questions right
Or wrong.

B. Fact and inference labels
will be agried upon after
all evidence is shared.

We 'will talk about answers, not
'the people giving them.

.

If we disagree, we will ask
for back-up.. $

If we don't understand what.some-
.one has said, tell him or her
what ,you think the person. Is

saying..

Tialuatfbn

Given a copy of "Group Guidelines"
students answer the question, "How
did we do?" for each guideline:

I 04

Discussion'Suggestions

We may not be Able to.come
up with an answer on which
we alj agree, but we would
like to hear as many opin-
ions as possible.

I.

"What makes you think so?"
'."Would you show us where
in the story you found
this?"
"What additional informa-
tion is there to suppor4
your answer?"

"I hear you.sayil this
. . . . Is that correct ?"
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7. The teacher appOints a group leader.
Leader's guidelines: .

a. Read the questions.
b. Ask for back-up.

. c. Ask for agreement and disagreement.
d. When all opinions have. been heard, summarize What the group

has said, whether they have come to a Conclusion or not.
8. Videotape a discussion session.
9. "Play back the tape and have the grow evaluate through discussion

again setting goals for the future.

Changing Role of the Teacher

The teacher progresses thrOugh each phase_ with the goal of shifting the
responsibility of developing and answering questions, and interacting
as a group; to the'students without his or her active participation.
This.may seem simplistic,..but after the "14acher Modeling PWase" (which
may take anywhere from two weeks to a few months), the students should
be familiar enough with the process to function independently. In the

"Teacher-less Discussion Phase" the teacher must refrainli-om.making any
comments and answering or asking aay. questions. We suggest that the
group sit on the floor or around .a table. to provide. maximum eye contact
and group interaction, The teacher thOuld be part of the group in the
;leacher Modeling Phase,".int'shbuld sit to the side in the "Teacher-
less Discussion Phase." Lf the teacher finds that there are too many
problems with- this last stage.; he or s.he '.may return.to the "Teacher
Modeling Phase."

Once t group feels comfortable with the "Teacher-less Discussion,"
this protess need not be confined to the area.of reading, but may be
implemented in science, sale' studies, etc. A natural extension to
the process is to have students .write wellwritten paragraphs to answer
their own questions.

Phase IV: Writing

The, reading group now begins to function as a writing group. The

Phitial groundwork for working together has been set. ,By this time

there is e0eeling of closeness among group members, yet they appreciate
their individual personalities and opinions. They can be more direct

1

with One another and are more willing to take risks, They are better
listeners and are able to fotlqw a train of thought attentively for a
long time. There, Is a feeling o% "let'i explore together."

O
Steps
1. After the "Teacher'-less Dis ussion Phase," the grfup reviews

.theirinferente and opinio questions 'and selects questions

they might like to write bout. Tlety may wish to.add new
questioni if the discuss! n has exhausted all possibilities
for original ideas for writing.



2.. Or, depending on the material, they may want to meet in a
teacher-less dlicussion.for the sole purpose of selecting

questions.' At this point their think writing can often take
the place of4discussion and provide enough ideas for re-
sponding to questions in writing.

3. Students have the option of individually choosing questions
or all writing on the same question,

4.' They write an initial draft concentrating on quAlity of
thought, not mechanics.

v.
Steps to Follow (Writing Answers to Easy Questions)
1. Children make up their own questions (either inference or

opinion). Teacher checks. (Teacher may give questions to

Younger children.)
2. Children put down, all possible ideas to answer questions.

These should be words or phrases in random order. Teacher

checks.
3. Children delete aft ideas that don't Mt; they can sequence

ideas and group into paragraphs. Teacher checks-.

4. Children put ideas'into sentences and paragraphs...N.Teachor

checks.

5. Put on ditto f4r discussion and editing. Do not put names

next to paragraphs.

Phase V: Response

Once roup is ready to begin their writing, the teacher needs to re-

en r for a short time as a participating member to discuss "Advice to

th Reader/Listener/Responder" and "Helpful Response Questions." She

cahihRip the group to engage in the writing b. modeling response'ques-
tio*and the techniques of "pointing," "telling," etc. When first

workthg as a writing response group, students tend to rush through one
member,',i paper so theirs can be shared. She must help students elicit

suggeStions for change without giving answers. It usually requires

about20-30 minutes to comfortably respond to one piece of writing.
Breaking the group of ten or so in half can work, so meetings can be

hour sessions for two days.

Steps
1, One member distributes a copy of his writing to each person in

the group.L He or she reads morally as the groups silently.

2. MemberselOorht out sOeci fit phrase-v-0r ideas whi. h strike them,,

ask the writer questions, tell what happened to them as they
tried to listen, offer ideas for changing the speaker,. etc.

It is important to start with positive,comments.
3. 'The writer may ask for specific help on certain things and.

make some notes on ideas for revision.

4.. The writer._ has the last say as far as what changes he or she

wishes to make. The object is not, to conform to the group.

4.
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5. .When the group feels comfortabli in moving on (or if time needs
'to be considered), another membgr may share.

Phase VI: Revision

The goal is for the audience (the response group) to provide enough'
feedback to encourage the writer to revise through several drafts if
necessary. If the response has been thorough, the writer will have a'
goad focus for revision and will maintain interest Ix the workin9s of
his or her pappr.

Steps
1. Members work'on second drafts and, experiment- -they m* change

their focus, include dialogue, change speakers, write a letter- -
whatever feels more honest and exciting.

, 2. Ihe revised writing can:
a. Go back to the groOp for more response.
b. Go to the teacher who may want to comment on its progress,

in a private conference or collect it for comment. (Some-

times the teacher can keep it for a while if the student
needs some distance from it.)

3. Finally the 'teacher may meet again with the group, setup'
indiviaLal conferences, or write comments and make corrections
on drafts to. Improve mechanit1/4

4. In a group meeting:
a. Members reread their copies silently as the writer reads

aloud. (Many children do not place periods between sen-
tences yet, read as if they were there.)

. The teacher begins posing questions, like, "Where do you
hear the first sentence ending?"

c. All members make corrections on their co ies.

The teacher needs to determine what specific metrics should be
worked on first, as correcting every single error is not only too
,teatious, but-detracts from learning and being able to apply a new

si011 well. It is amazing hdwmechanics improve Just through th
prooess of revision.



APpENDIX K

9.

TABA'S COGNITIVE THINKING LEVELS

.Presented by Margaret Dixon", using notes and materials of Dr. John
Bradley, University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona'

1. Opening Question

2. Focusing Questions

'3. Lifting Questions

Taba's Levels of Questions

Elicits a universe of facts

Focus on specific facts to be later
compared or related

4. Supporting Questions

5. Generalizing Question

.

4

Ask students to compare, contrast,
form relationships, make Predictions,.
draw conclusions based on factual data

Call for clarification, examples,
experiences, or synthesis of ideas

Asks students to form a relationship
between concepts and to make a state-
ment about it

113
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-APPENDIX 1

,WORKSHOP 5-4.EARNIG STRATEGIES
11.

Presented by Donald Deshler, University of Kansas, Lawrence Kansas

4 .

Acquisition Steps

1. Analysis of current tbarning habit 111

Make student aware of inefficient/ineffective habits
Provide baseline data of-current functioning

Describe the new strategy
Provide a description of an alternative approach
Describe steps in new strategy

3. Model the new strategy
Demonstrate entire strategy; "Thinking Aloud"

4. Verbal rehearsal of the steps
Verbally rehearse steps to an automatic level

Practice in condoned materials
Materials at student's reading level
Materials conducive to learning strategy without content
demands

Feedback
Positive' and corrective feedback specific to steps of strategy

. k

7. Practice )n content materials
Materials from regular classroom
Generalization of strategy to content material

8. Feedback

9". 'Post-test*
Provide Information on Master/ of strategy
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APPENDIX M

.1

RECORDING FORMS FOR iNTERRATER
RELIABILITY FOR COMPREHENSION

L 7 label

1

2

3

5.
6

8

9

7

10

Total

L

C comprehension

Name.
r

1

3

5.

8

10

Total

L C'

Name Name

1. 8
(t.

1

9 2

3 10 3

4 4

5. Total 5

C 7.
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1.30

8

9-
10

Total

77 7--
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APPENDIX N

RECORDING FORMS POR INTERRATR
RELIABILITY FOR SELF-QUEST1ONIWG

.
1

3

4

5

6

Name

1

23,1'

4

5

sit

Name,

rY

-1

.2

3

4

5

6

Name

1

3

4 .

.
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INTERRATER RELIABILITY DATA SUMMARY

4

Summary Box
4

t

Label Comprehension .Questions

Name..
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